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Confusion surrounds scholarships
director of University scholarships,
the fifth-year scholarship was added
at a low period of retention and graduation among Murray State athletes
by Mike Stickland, former athletic
director.
"It was a way of increasing the percent of athletes that were graduating,"
Garland said.
The fifth-year scholarship provided

BY AMY PONDER
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Several athletes sought legal counsel against Murray State for breach of
contract following an announcement
in The Murray State News last Friday,
that the University would be cutting
the fifth-year scholarship for athletes.
According to Carmen Garland,

for the extension of money to athletes
who did not obtain their degree in four
years.
When the initial decision was made
to cut the fifth-year scholarship, students were led to believe that their
scholarships would be cut off midyear.
Susan Moulder, tennis player from
New Zealand, feared her full-tuition

contract for the upcoming semester
would not be honored. Moulder will be
15 hours from graduation after this
semester, and ineligible for federal aid
because she is a non-U.S. citizen. She
has no other means of funding to
return to Murray State for the spring
semester.
Now, a week after article ran
informing athletes about the cutting

of the scholarship, Moulder said athletes still have received no formal
notification about the stntus of their
scholarship contracts.
However, President Kern Alexander
confirmed with The •Murray Slate
News this week that all current commitments will be honored.

See FIFTH-YEAR/ 12

Cash flow
Education
funding not
equitable

2. Ohio

1,754,923,000

Groups
asked to
beautify
campus

3. Indiana

1,030,648,000

SENIOR STAfF W RITFR

Border dollars
Government
Funding

State

$2,132,544,000

1. Illinois

BY )AKE BURGESS
SENIOR STAff WRITER

When compared to other
states in terms of funding for
higher education, Kentucky
lags behind significantly.
According to an nlinois State
University study published in
the Nov. 1, issue of the
Chronicle of Higher Education,
Kentucky ranked 24th out of
50 states, behind other states
in the region such as Illinois
and Missouri, but ahead of
Tennessee.
The study examined state
funding of state universities for
the 1996-97 school year.
Though
the
Kentucky
Council for Higher Education
increased MSU's appropriations seven percent to $706,655
this school year, the same percentage as other state schools,
MSU
President
Kern
Alexander believes the state's
funding methods are unfair.
"Kentucky is the most
inequitable system in the country," Alexander said.
By comparison, Illinois
increased its budget for higher
education by 12 percent, ranking fourth nationally. While
Southern Illinois University

BY REBECCA D OUTT

3. Tennessee

934,487,000

4. Missouri

n s ,6ss,ooo

5. Kentucky

706,655,000

6. West Virginia 340,1 78,000
Gwen
This chart shows the spendIng of higher education from
states bordering Kentucl<y.
This chart only shows the
ranking of money spent and
not the Increased percentage
by the state which is In the
story.

Paving his own way
Shanko nears completion of studies

Source: The Chi'onlcle

BY ) ENNIFER SACHARNOSkl

of Higher Education

For most students, college has always been
in their future. It was a path paved for them
and they were expected to follow.
But, for a few people, no paths were paved
and there were no expectations. Of those people, only a handful usually find their way to a
college campus. Carl Shanko is one such student who has paved his own way.
When Sh anko was only 13 years old he
decided, like many people of his day. that
school was not for him. In the eighth grade he
dropped out to work in a chain resta,..rant similar to Dairy Queen for $1 an hour. He thought
he could make more money by working than
by going to school.
Twenty-six years later , he changed his
mind. In December, Shanko will be graduating from Murray State University with a
bachelor or arts degree.
"I have worked very hard and finally l see
the color of the rainbow," Shanko said.
The change of direction began in 1992 when
Shanko decided to go back to school and earn
aGED. Immediately thereafter, be began taking classes at Indian Hills Community College
in Otumwa, Iowa, where he eventually
received his associate of arts degree in social
sciences.
Shanko proved the seriousness of his educational intentions in the spring of 1995 by taking 22 hours of classes. Additionally, he took
summer courses this year to guarantee a
December graduation with a degree in sociology and criminal justice.
Shanko noted that he did not just sail
through his classes as some college students
do.
"I was never a terrific student," he said. "I
did not have the study skil ls or the foundation
that most kids have, so it was very difficult."
Shanko believes that it takes more than just
the student to make it in college. He attributes much of success to his professors, especially Dr. Frank Ell well, chairman of the depart-

had its budget raised 12 percent, the University of Illinois
received only an 11-percent
increase ..
Missouri ranked 21 in the
country and raised appropriations to its state universities by
15 percent. The University of

FUNDING/12

No leads found

in bike thefts
BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAff WRITER

Murray State has recently
become the target of a bicycle
theft crime spree. In the last
two weeks, Murray State students have reported six stolen
bicycles, ranging in value from
$325-525 each, according to Joe
Green, director of public safety.
The most recent of these
reports came during the weekend of Nov. 16-17. Each theft
has occurred outside of Hart
College.
According to Green, leads on
the case have been scarce thus
far.
"We have nothing at all right
now," he said. "All bikes were
locked to the racks, but the
chains and locks had been cut.
We used to have bicycle sheds
to store the hikes in. I wish we
had them now."

Carl Shanko

STAFF W RITER

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

See

Dya~Sttllf

After dropping out from school In the eighth grade, Carl Shanko Is nearing graduation from
Hurray State with a bachelor's degree In sociology.

Green said every possible
effort is being made to recover
the stolen bikes.
..We contact all the pawn
shops within about 100 miles,"
he said. "The bikes can be
recovered if we have the right
information on them."
Many students who ride bicycles on campus take great measures to keep them from being
stolen, such as locking them to
the racks located throughout
the campus or taking their
bikes to the room with them.
Some even engrave the bike's
serial number so the police can
trace it should it come up missing.
However, other students do
not take such precautions.
Green said not locking a bike
up, even if only leaving it for a
few minutes, makes it an easy
target for a thief. Also, locking

Non-traditional Student
Age: 46

Hometown: Trenton. N.J.

Mefor: Sociology
Minor: Criminal J ustice
Moat dlftfcult sublect:
Sociology 303

Graduation date: December 17, 1996
Favorite place: Westem Kentucky
JOb: Full time student (used to work for a truct<lng

company)
Fast Fact: Qurt school in eighth grade
Marital status: Wife, Vannie Lou

Chlldren: Daughter, Dana; 13,1ives in Iowa
Weekend actlvltlea: Relax, home Rf&, eat out

Hobbin: watching Murray State Football
Future: Masters Degree in Juvenile delinq~
Jon lowry/Graphics Manager

menl of sociology, anthropology, and social
work.
"Teachers can really help you, if you just
give them a chance," he said.
Another important influence for Shanko is
his wife of three years, who also graduated
from Murray State.
"My wife has given me a great deal of support and encouragement." he said.
In the future Shanko plans to continue for
his master's degree. Following that accomplishment, he hopes to work with children and
help juvenile delinquents.
Because of the struggle to achieve his college
degree, Shanko understands the importance
of his upcoming graduation.
"Ali long as I Jive, my degree from Murray
State is something that no one can take away
from me," he said. "I earned it."

See THEFTS/12
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Set for a title

Christmas is not the only holiday
students observe
during the month of
December.

BEDS/12

Index

Sports

Celebrations

Pedestrian safety is a major concern for commuter students who must cross
busy streets to get to class from
the commuter lots.

__ .......

If you are concerned about
the appearance of your campus, get some friends together
and maybe you can adopt a
flower bed.
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, said ihe
adopt-a-bed program is being
coordinated
with
Wayne
Harper and Jim Bnurcr, director of the Curris Center, and
several groups have expressed
interest.
Wayne Harper, associat«.>
director of building!': r.nd
ground maintenance with
facilities management, said
naturalizing bulbs have been
planted in lhe bank beside
Cutchin Field.
He said the University will
also plant evergreen trees thiR
winter in the wooded area ncar
the five-points intersection and
between the Martha Layne
Collins
Industry
and
Technology Building and
Blackburn Science Building.
Harper said several types of
flowers are planted every year
as part of campus beautification efforts.
"The budget for the grounds
department includes taking
care of the athletic fields, flowers, trees, grassy m-ens, and ,
fertilization," he said. "That's
just under $30,000. The
University
of Tennessee
spends that much on their football field each year."
Mums are replanted annually in coordination with
Homecoming. He said that due
to differing blooming schedules
among species of mums, the
early date of this year's
Homecoming meant that certain mums had to be planted to
coordinate with the blooming
period.
Daffodils do not have to be
replanted every year, which
will save the University
money. Both day lilies and the
irises are di\.ided, which also
saves the University thousands of dollars. The bulbs
reproduce naturally, which
saves the University from buying new bulbs every year.
Harper said the University
community needs to be
involved with the care of the

The Murray State volleyball team
will host the Ohio
Valley Conference
Tournament.
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Lunch planned .

Friday, November 22

Saturday, November 23
•Banquet ·Hunger banquet, (donations go to Oxford Committee for Famine Relief), 5:30p.m., First
United Methodist Church.
•Performance - "HMS Pinafore," 7 p:m., Robert E. Johl)son Theater.
•Rodeo - Intercollegiate rodeo, 7:30 p.m., Western Kentucky Exposition Center.

Sunday, November 24
-concert - Murray State University Chorale/Choral Union, 3:30 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
•Performance ·Chamber Singers, 3:30p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
•Meeting • Murray Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m .• Murray Christian Fellowship campus house.

Monday, November 25

A Pre-Kwanzaa celebration
will take place Dec. 4, 6:30

•Music festival • Quad-state junior band festival. Regional band students compete all day in Lovett
Auditorium. For mare information call 762-4428.
•Forum - Human Services, 10 a.m .. Large Purchase Area Development District, Conference Room.
•Meeting - College Republicans, 4:30p.m., Curris Center, Barkley Room.
•Meeting - Hillel Jewish student religious organization, 7 p.m. Curris Center, Tennessee Room. Free
refreshments.
•Meeting - Campaign for Health Enhancement Education and Research, 7 p.m., Chamber of Commerce Center.

Wednesday, November 27
Seth dixon/Staff

Katrina Lee sings her way to the first runner-up spot at the
SGA/Mastercard Acts talent show. The event was held at Long
john Silver's In the Curris Center Monday night.

.
Geoscience student places first

Christine Hallman, a geoscience student, was recently awarded first-place honors for her presentation titled "Lineament
Analysis of Area in Karstic South Central Kentucky" at the fall
meeting ofthe Mid-South Region of the American Society of
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing in Ala. on Nov. 8 and 9.
Hallman was awarded a $50 check and one year free subscription to the American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing for her presentation. Her research was supervised by
Haluk Cctin of lhe Murray State geoscience department.

Racerband
Member of the Year is
A~n

•Thanksgiving Holiday - Murray State University offices and residential colleges closed until Dec. 2.

Sunday, December 1
•Notice ·National Drunk and Drugged Driver month. For more information call762·3809.
•Holidays - WKMS 91 ,3, Murray State's public radio, hosts a festival of seasonal songs and stories .
•Recital- Gina Taylor, soprano, 3:30p.m., Farrell Recital Hall fn the Doyle Rne Arts Center. Accompanied by Martha Sayweii-Carson on piano.

Wednesday, December 4
•Concert -Murray State woodwind chamber ensemble, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall In the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
•Lunch • Twin Tower dining room, 11:30 a.m., Applied Science North, Room 204. $4.50/person.,

Thursday, December 5
•Concert - Murray State wind ensemble/Paducah concert band, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
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"'!'OUR COMPLETE TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS'

Rennae Dalton!

1222 State Route 121 N.

759-5800

Great Job!

TOLL·FREE 1-800-231-6482

n•, Your ·sisters

AIR • AUTO • CRUISES • HOTEL • TRAIN • TOURS • HONEYMOONS
BONNIE MYERS. Owner

y Laundry
Center

Panahellenic Council
would like to congratulate
the

Do your complete wash in only 4 minutes
* 2 minutes to drop it off
* 2 minutes to pick it up

1997 Miss MSU Contestants

Enjoy your free time, leave your laundry
us. We'll have it when you retu
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•Project Harvest· Food drive for families in need. (through Nov. 30) Sponsored by the Murray State
American Humanics and Needline. For more information call 762·3808.
•Play- '"Doors," 7 p.m., Wilson Hall, room 310B. No admission with MSU I.D. $1 general admission.
•Performance • "HMS Pinafore," 7 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theater. For ticket information call 7626797.
-concert - "U111e River Band," 7 p.m. and 9 p.m., Players Casino in Metropolis, Ill. Tickets $10. To
make a reservation call 1-800-929-5905.
•Rodeo - Intercollegiate rodeo, 7:30 p.m .• Western Kentucky ·Exposition Center.
-concert - Brass Chamber music, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Celebration set

News............................... ....762-4468
College Ufe ..........................762·4480
Sports ................................762·4481
Bulletin Board ......................762·4478
Photography ........................762·4478
Advertising ..........................762·4478
Viewpoint .................,.. ~.......762·4468
Adviser ................................ 762·2998
Fax ......~ ...............................762·3175

The Murray State News

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The youth at the First
Christian Church are sponsoring a "Bean soup and Chili
lunch" immediately following
Murray's Christmas parade,
until 1 p.m., Dec. 7. Proceeds
from the lunch will be used for
the youth's summer trip.
This year's lunch also features, " A Kid's Christmas
Shop" for children 10 and
under. Children only will be
able to shop for Christmas
gifts. No item is priced over
$2.50. The store hours will be
from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The First Christian Church
is located at 111 N. Fifth St.
The luncheon Will be in the
fellowship hall located in the
basement.

p.m., in the Curris Center
Ballroom. The event is hosted
by Xi Alpha Chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
The theme for this year's
celebration is "family."
Kwanzaa focuses on fundamental collective values rooted
in African culture and reflected in the best practices of
African American people.
Following the celebration, a
traditional African-American
style meal will be served. The
cost of the meal will be $8 for
adults, $3 for children and $4
for students. Murray State
meal cards will be accepted.
Kwanzaa is an African
American holiday celebrated
from Dec. 26 through Jan 1.
For more information or to
make advanced reservations
call 762-3155.

...

ENCHANTING
NAILS
BY

ALLISON

ISTRIBUTION POiNTS
The Murray State News is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be avallable by 9 a m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall. Wilson Hall, Busmess
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Ane Arts, Stewart Stadium, Pnys1cal Plant,
Mason Hall. Waterfield Librar;, Industry
and Technology Center. Ordway Hall anti
Lowry Center

OFF.CAMPUS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762·2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491. A one year subscription is $10
payable in advance. Subscrtptions rnusl be

This newspaper Is printed on recycfed
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times.
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071
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A semester in .review•••
Freshmen Experiences and Upperclassmen Advice
By Mark Dorr,

With Thanksgiving just around the corner,
Graduate Assistant; freshmen will have to start balancing holiday travel with cramming for the dreaded
Heather Martin,
finals.
Reporter;
Some students who have been at Murray
and Jennifer
State for a few years are seasoned veterans
Sacharonski,
when it comes to juggling turkey, football,
Staff Writer
and their favorite -- classroom textbooks.

Here we focus on the push toward the end
of the semester from two different angles.
One side is brought to you via the upperclassmen, who have been through the finalexam carnival before.
The other side comes from freshmen, who
tell you what they have learned so far this
semester.

Freshmen learn much
during first s emester
BY MARK 0 0 RR
GRADUATE ASSISTANT

Freshmen arrive at college wide-eyed and
r eady to face the world, but sometimes they find
college life to be different than first envisioned.
Some students become acclimated to life away
from home quickly, while others have a more difficult time.
As finals bear down on freshman for the first
time, some may need to look to more experienced
students for guidance, while others brave it
alone.
No matter the
case, freshmen have

undoubtedly learned a great deal in their first
semester at Murray State.
Some students e~oy the social acene, but have
trouble adjusting to the academic differences
between high school and college curriculum.
~ ou wst can't walk into college thinking that
college is an extension of high school," said Mary
Margaret Burton, fi'eshman from Port Charlotte,
Fla.
"The structural aspects of high school are not
there anymore, you now have to make your own
decisions," she said. "Anyone can make the transition , but they must be aware of the consequences regarding the decisions they make."
"' did not know what college was really like.
But I realize that high school.is a completely different experience," said Kate Escue, freshman
from Leitchfield. In our high school," we never
learned how to study because we didn't have
to. But now we must learn to learn.•
If a student is fortunate enough
to realize that the academic challenge
is tougher in college than in high
school, the next step involves managing what free time remains.
Time for sleep is scarce, and
papers are often completed
immediately before deadline,
according to some underclassmen.
"A. the semester progressed
I realized that if you are not
on top of things it doesn't
take long
· ~ for you
to fall
behind on
everything,"
said Collin
Ambrose,
freshman
from Utica.
Falling
behind in
one's studies
may not only
lead to stress
but a loss of
time needed
to
complete
assignments ,
and most importantly sleep.
•since I arrived
at school I've
learned that you
really can function on
just two hours of
sleep," Sara Furlong,
freshman from Henderson, said.
Students suffering from sleep
deprivation and deadlines that are too
close may want to listen to the advice of
Alyson McNutt, a freshman from Murray who said that after a short time at
school she figured out time management
is what is most important.
Students have found many aspects of
college trying, but most note that they
have done well for themselves. '
However, when questions arise the
services of upperclassmen often provide a different outlook.
"I've been at Murray State for three years
and there are several things that I wish I
would have known when I started college," said Dawn Bock, senior from
Frohna, Mo. "The most
important thing I've
learned is that
you can never
please
everyone .
You just
have to
be . content doing
your best.•

Tidbits of information ...
straight from ·the freshmen
''

I've learned that
umbrellas are not as d o rky
as they used to be.
''
Cooper Levering

''

I've learned if I r_eally want to know
what I did last night,
I just have to ask the girls across the hall.
Stacey Elliot

''

''

Skipping class becomes
easier after the
first time you do it.
''
Chris Bacon

Seniors offer advice
~r," abe llaid.. "By doing that, young
students can creata important contacts
and gain ~rience within their field.~
The idea of joining certain campus
orga,nizations is gOOd, but some upJ)t'r.cl888JDen think a freshm.an•a first prionty should revolve around classroom

res~bilitiea.

"There is time for everything at school,
but every student should know the difference between a time to party and ·a
time to study," said Kevin Hendrix,
senior from Loui11ville. • After all school
is what we'"' here for.
Kathy Story, a senior from Eddyville
a~ that class should be a students
top priority.
"Freshmen should not skip ela.sa if they
can help it: she &aiel. -rhere is no one
here to make tti.em (students) go to class,
but if they want to pasa they shouldn't
skip."
Whlle freshmen are here to learn,
there is another siCie to college life that
should not be forgo~. It involves the
money issue and other miscellaneous
things that consume a students life, such
as cablevision and an occasional wet bev..

erage.
"My advice to freshman is to get used

to being broke, but it only lasts until you
graduatet Nicl Kria Holm, senior from
Paducah.

Concerning some of the other miscellaneous topics, Ashley H~ senior from
LoUisville, crafted it all into a neat little
package.
"It's simple...Ifyou have beer you have
a meal," Haak said. ~ake a'ure your
roommate and his girlfriend know whose
bed is whose, and il you see a man in his
underwear running down a hallway get
out of hie way."
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~:.~. ·:.. Racers
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-~~ ~our
. '• For the second consecutive year, the Murray State
Racers have won the Ohio Valley Conference football
,_.:· championship. And for the second straight year, they
(• did it without losing a conference game.
The Racers have pulled themselves up by the boot~ !•straps. A program that not so long ago was a door~ ~ mat and a common Homecoming foe, Murray State
is now a power in 1-AA college football.
Most of the praise should go to Houston Nutt. It is
I• through his hard work that the program is where it
..r
is today: a powerhouse to be feared and respected.
1 He, more than anyone else, has given the team the
•·." tools necessary to advance to the highest level of
.. competition .
.• , Much praise also goes to the players, who have
'• worked hard over the past months and years to get
~- to where they are today.
The team deserves our respect and admiration,
"' and it certainly has earned them. Hopefully, this
·~
season will end better than last year's, but regardless, this team is tops in our book.
.:.
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.•' 1Athletes

shouldn't
:~~: have to defend
... .
.
c:.their
scholarships
''
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:.
The recent flap over the renewal of the fifth-year
: ~ : ~scholarships for student-athletes is a good example
:d• j~ f:;of trying to apply ideas which look good on paper to
: f .real life. Sometimes they work, and sometimes they
_.don't.: ~en they don't, it is often because they fail to
;~~~~a in.,tb ~ccoun} the hum~ factor, which doesn't
@;ranslateito paper nearly so well as numbers do.
.·i:: In this case, President Alexander has made the
, ~ i< ~~mistake of acting before carefully weighing the con: J ~ sequences of his actions.
: l ; i In the short term, the athletes who faithfully rep: j resented this University are getting cheated out of
1
:;
' promised funds. In the long term, it will be difficult
I I ,,
•j ~ to recruit any caliber of athletes when they can't be
~ promised that they will be allowed to finish their
:
1, education.
: : ·~: Sure, the school can save some money this way, but
: : ~there are other ways to save money. Why, for
; 1 ~~.instance, are we starting new sports programs when
; ~ 'we can't afford to keep the athletes we have now?
! •
.-~Alexander needs to more carefully consider his
; : options before making more decisions like this.
'• . . ...
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memory. We must not forget. No
bands
or parades are necessary,
To the editor:
for this is a day of remembrance
Monday, Nov. 11, was Veter- and not one of celebration, but
ans Day. I mention this because remember we must, else the sac·
you would have known only due rifices of these men will be in
to the Post Office being closed . vain. The comforts we enjoy
We had class on this day of today were paid for in blood by
remembrance. As I walked to these men. As Kipling said,
class, I heard no one complain "Lord God of Hosts, be with us
about going to class like they did yet, Lest we forget - lest we forthe week before. I guess fall get!"
"break" was break enough for
them. I wore my jacket with all Tim Shead
of the patches that said I was in Orlando, Fl.
the Navy and in Desert Storm,
and nobody made a comment. It Ja: not given fair shake
was just another Monday, noth· To the editor:
ing special, except for the wind
This letter is in response to
and the cold. These statements
are not meant to bring pity, but the considerable negatiye attenrather ire.
tion given to Kappa Sigma in
Veteran's Day was originally last week's edition. We would
called Armistice Day and was like to make it clear that there is
established to remember the absolutely no hating present in
sacrifices that men made in our colony and we asau.re the
WWI. Thousands of men, many MSU community that it will not
volunteers, went across the happen.
Atlantic and faced the inhuman
Kappa Sigma International
machine of modern warfare in Headquarters has a strict policy
defense of their ideals and the against hazing. The fact that
ideals of their country. Most Western Kentucky had their
were never the same again. Our charter revoked and the Univer·
country called again some twen· sity of Kentucky is on probation
ty years later and hundreds of says that Kappa Sigma is dedithousands answered again. cated to eliminating hazing of
Thousands never returned all types. The men that used to
home, but were buried in foreign be members of the chapter at
soil. In Korea, Vietnam, and the Western Kentucky have been
tens ofbrush wars that have fol· formally expelled from Kappa
lowed, countless men have stood Sigma and are no longer associup and paid the ultimate price ated with our fraternity.
in the name of freedom. Grant · Here at MSU, Kappa Sigma is
said that war is hell, and all of looking for men who will continthese men know first hand the ue our tradition of excellence in
landscape of Hades.
leadership and scholarship. Our
The Purchase Area is far goal is to become a productive
removed from the Nether world, and integral part of the greek
however. It seems that Ken· system at MSU.
tucky and Murray are too far
Kappa Sigma, whether at
away from Danang and Berlin MSU or anywhere else, in no
for people to remember these way condones hazing in any
sacrifices. The mists of time form. We regret that the hazing
have clouded many people's incidents
elsewhere
have

occurred. We hope that the stu·
dents and faculty of MSU understand that our colony has taken
steps to ensure that hazing will
not happen here. We also hope
that the MSU community will
not greet us "cautiously," but in
fact take the opportunity to get
to know us.

the support from the rest of the
Greek organizations on campus, our fraternities and sorori·
ties would not exist. Negative
publicity such as that found in
last week's paper will only hin·
der progress.
We must realize that individ·
ual chapters cannot be responsible for the actions of other
Brian Black and Buster Rochelle chapters. Each one is required
President and Vice-president, to recognize the same policies,
Kappa Sigma Colony
including those regarding hazAnderson, S.C and Dallas, ing. One chapter should not be
Texas
scrutinized for another's behavior, just as we would hate for
the reputations of our chapters
Kl: "exemplary"
here at Murray State to be
To the editor:
jeopardized due to a weak
I was somewhat disturbed chapter at another university.
after reading the articles Looking at the big picture, I
regarding Kappa Sigma and the think we can all agree that this
accusations of hazing that issue received such a high level
occurred at other universities. I of attention because the prob·
appreciated the effort that was lem occurred so close to home.
made to assure your readers As a senior at Oreion State
that this type of behavior is not University, I have seen what a
anticipated. I could not, howev- strong chapter the Kappa Siger, ignore the negative and sus· mas are there. They are a high·
picious undertones that were ly respected group of gentlemen
on campus and within the
apparent in these articles.
As an exchange student, I can Greek system and they most
tell you how difficult it can be to certainly do no~ haze. On the
gain acceptance on a new cam- other hand, other fraternities
pus and I commend the efforts of which are also present at Mur·
these men who are attempting ray have been known to haze in
bring Kappa Sigma here. This is the past at Oregon State. This
certainly no easy task. I have proves that there is always
had the opportunity to know the going to be imperfections
gentleman who has been so beyond our control and incon·
instrumental in forming this sistencies within the individual
colony. Brian Black, an chapters of one fraternity. Ifwe
exchange
student
from can justify our concerns based
Winthrop University, is a man on the actions of the Kappa Sigof high standards who has mas at WKU and UK, then why
immense devotion and loyalty to can't we welcome this wonderhis fraternity. Those of us ful addition to our campus
belonging to the Greek commu- based on the chapter at Oregon
nity must realize that all our State and every other universi·
chapters started as colonies and ty where exemplary Kappa Sig·
all of the colonies stemmed from mas reside?
the dedication and effort of people such as Brian Black. With· Gretchen Keyser
out our charter members and Oregon City, Ore.

Jonathan OUver
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Red-shirt freshmen
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They should be able
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Murray brings Mayberry to ntind.
As I walked from my front door
to the newsroom tonight, I felt an
unusual panic set in.
It finally hit me that I was
making one of my last journeys to
..-------.,., my home away
from home (the
In
newsroom),
My
before I quietly
turned
my
Opinion
back on another town without so much as
hug or sincere
good-bye.
I
have
been
through
the
drill of leaving
MARK
a place I have
grown
to love
DoRR
before,
but this
Columnist
tin}e it may be
' - - - -- - - ' too tough.
Years ago, I lived in a town
similar to Murray for two summers. I shed more than one tear
when my time had run out, and I
knew I may never laugh again
with those I befriended.
That was three years ago, and
it was the last time I cried.
As I turned the key in the lock
and opened the door to the dark
newsroom for one of the last

the time you read this, I will have
committed suicide. • Now I really
wanted to go home.
After reading the letter, I
opened the door to her apartment
and found her lying naked on a
couch with a bottle of vodka.
Needless to say she lived, and I
was spared parenthood. Lucky
thing, too, because I can hardly
take care of myself. You should
see my room.
Not two days later I was summoned out of bed by a hysterical
woman on a Harley who wanted
me to get my gun and jump on
the back of her chopper. She also
proudly told me she had some
good weed if I would help her.
I was supposed to assist this
portly woman in the shooting of
Sam "the sword master,• who
had evidently taken naked photos of children. I wanted to go
home.
After those first trying days I
made a few frienda and began to
work at the newspaper where
everyone thought I was a little
strange. No one would talk to me.
I had long hair, a bad accent, and
an earring, which made me a bit
of an outcast I guess.
Without many frienda to spend

times, I had an empty feeling in
the pit of my stomach. At that
moment, I knew that this town,
and the people at this school, had
grabbed a hold of me.
This place had changed me.
When I arrived here, I rented
an apartment that looked like
one of those you might see on
Cops. My landlord was a woman
who could not speak a lick of
English. She kept saying, "yoooo
sooooo niiiice," even after I swore
at her. I don't think she understood.
I wound up living upstairs
from a guy who took me out back
on my first day in the south to
show me the sword he defended
himself with. Not two minutes
later, he had thrown the sword
twenty feet into the air, attempted to catch it, but instead wound
up slicing his leg wide open. His
name was Sam and he liked little
boys. Immediately I wanted to go
home.
Not two days later, the girlfriend of Sam "the sword master"
(I called her big blondie) placed
her newborn baby at my front
door with a note that said, "You
seem like a nice person, so I'm
trusting you to raise my baby. By

College changes writer
Everybody changes in college; it's
part of what our parents pay for. We
grow, we mature, and we develop
our character away from the cozy
little nest of home. Some changes
our parents expect, others they
overlook, and some make them cry.
My
parents have not
In
seen me since
My
the last week of
August.
They
Opinion
live in Pennsylvania and do not
visit much. But,
tomorrow
we
will
reunite
when I go home
for Thanksgiving. I really do
jENNIFER
not know how
SACHARNOSJ<I
they will react to
my maturity.
Staff Wnter
First, how
can I convince
them that I prefer to sleep on my
couch instead of my bed? They won't
understand when I explain that
sleeping on the top bunk caused me
to developed a fear of falling. I am
sure. also, it won't be acceptable
that I don't make up my bed
because I lose important notes

time with during my first few
weeks I began just watching the
people around me. I always found
people interesting, but here you
can not only watch them, but you
can chat with them for a while if
you like. Everyone has time to
tell a good story.
While listening, watching, and
trading stories with those around
me, I began to feel some sense of
kinship with those who would
come to influence my life.
I felt myself becoming less selfcentered and more aware of the
lives and emotions of others. I
realized that caring and sharing
are what makes life great. Who
wants to come home to an obese
cat that poops on the bed? Not I.
Murray has taught me compassion.
For example, just this morning, I overheard a girl, who by
the way has the most beautiful
aqua blue eyes I have ever seen,
talking about the troubles she
was having with the boyfriend
who stood her up this past week·
end.
Well, I actually felt sorry for
her because she seemed like a
very nice person who deserves to
be treated well. I know, girls

don't like to be treated well anymore, but rm sure there is an
exception out there somewhere.
I'm terrible with names but
great with faces, so rm sure that
someday in the future while I run
the streets of another town, I will
see her face in my mind and wonder .i f she is finally happy. ·Let's
hope so.
If you have read my column all
semester, you know I love the
Andy Griffith Show. Since I was
10, I have wanted to live the life
that the characters in that show
depict.
I start everyday by popping
open a Classic Coke and watching Andy and Barney mingle
with the people of Mayberry.
Murray is about as close as I will
ever come to realizing the dream
ofliving there.
.
I have never met more pleasant and caring people in one
town than I have here. I mean,
traffic stops for you when you
want to cross the street, and
more often than not a passing
motorist will flip a finger in the
air to say hello. For a month I
thought the guys in pickups were
just flipping me off with the
wrong fmger because I was a

Yankee.
Murray is a place where you·
are invited to dinner by people
you have known for only 10 minutes.
Murray,like Mayberry, is not a
town but a large family. The kind
of family that I never really had.
Y'all know the story of my mom.
I hope she is fine wherever she is.
See, I never would have said that
before, but now I wish she could
see the family I have here in
Murray; it would probably make
her cry.
As my typing fingers slow to a
halt this week, I can only thank
all of those who have unknowingly taught me what life is all
about. When I arrived here
almost two years ago, I thought I
had life all figured out. I was
smart, and I had seen it all.
It turns out that I didn't know
anything at all. I didn't know
people are more than just what's
on the outside, everyone has a
heart (even those with warm
banda), happiness is not always
elusive, people's emotions are
fragile, and with the right mix of
people a town can show even the
most cynical person what friends
are all about.
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under the covers.
the situation. Since I left he had to
Once they wake me up from sleep· prove that he had always been the
ing on the couch, (probably around good child and I was the reason for
2 p.m.), they will also realize that I all my parents stress. Every mornam wearing jeans and a tee-shirt, ing he makes his bed then eats
maybe even my shoes. I do this breakfast with my Mom. I hear
because I found that there is more wonderful stories about the meals r~~s-·
incentive to go to class if I am he cooks and the excellent grades he
already dressed. This knowledge is making. Sometimes he will stay
has come from only three months of home on Friday nights to play board
classes at 10:30 a.m. I had an 8:30 games with them too. I think it is all
a.m. but that was not working out.
an evil plot he has against me.
My mother is a wonderful woman
Jeremy, my brother, is not alone
and will probably want to do my in making my return difficult. I tell
laundry. But I have been here three my parents I don't have time to
months, that's not a long time, but I write..blah,blah,blah,...and my best
already know that if it can't walk it friend sends them letters with picisn't dirty. So when she asks me if I tures no less. She also visits them
wore that shirt yesterday, and I say whenever she's in town. But, I can
yes, I know she will screech that it's forgive her.
dirty. Forgetting that I am speaking
Honestly, I can't wait to go home.
with my mother, I will look down, I love my family and I miss my
sniff the shirt, and innocently reply, friends, but things are changing.
Mom and Dad are expecting it.
"'t doesn't smell."
I know that the laundry thing is Every fall my father would borrow
not a big deal. They can cope with my issue of Teen and read "How to
having a child that does not make Deal With Parents After You've
cleanliness a priority. However, I Gone To College.• Now, he thinks
hold different hours now. I don't he knows what is going on and he
know how they will react to waking can deal with it. Right now he is
me up for supper.
probably preparing my Mom on,
My little brother is a sophomore •How To Set Limits Without A
in high school and he is not helping Fight.•

ILEJ·:fERS ON FIFIH-YEAR Ami,ETIC SCHOlARSHIPS
To the editor:
This letter is in regard to Uni·
versity President Kern Alexander's decision to abolish the fifthyear scholarship program for ath·
letes who are unable to obtain
their degree in n four-year span. I
feverishly oppose his decision on
this matter. Granted, education
should be placed first on the priority list of our University, but athletics are also an integral part of
Murray State. By destroying the
ftfth-year scholarship program,
Dr. Alexander is placing many
student-athletes in a bad position.
There are many of us who would
not be able to attend college with·
out the help of our athletic schol·
arships and who will not graduate
now, thanks to Dr. Alexander.
There are numerous financial
and scholastic factors involved in
this issue. The NCAA places
restrictions on employment opportunities for athletes, so most student-athletes cannot obtain jobs
during the school year. We must
work over the summer and save
money that must be stretched for
two semesters until we can work
again the following summer. This
places a heavy burden on those
who would like to save money for
future education. Since most
sports are active year round and
require a few hours of practice
each day, very few athletes would
have time for a job anyway.
. Dr. Alexander is placing unreal·
istic pressure on student-athletes
to graduate wiLhin four years.
There are many classes that siro-
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ply cannot ftt into an athlete's
schedule during the season
because of athletic responsibilities. During the season, we try to
limit our hours because we know
that we will miss a great deal of
class. Since we don't travel during
the following semester and our
practices are• shorter, we try to
load up on as many classes as we
can, but that makes it very diffi.
cult to stay within a four-year
plan. Athletes are pressured by
the University to contribute to
high graduation rate. But how is a
high graduation rate possible
when it takes an average of 4.8
years for all students to graduate?
How can we finish a degree in four
years or be expected to do it without further financial help?
Perhaps this decree is the result
of the discrimination that takes
place in the classroom against
athletes. Many people place student-athletes in a "dumb-jock"
stereotype without realizing how
hard many of us work. Many athletes from sports such as volleyball, tennis, golf, track, and rifle
routinely maintain a 3.0 or higher
grade point average. Our coaches
encourage us to succeed in the
classroom as they do on the court.
Many student-athletes were
told when they were recruited
that there was a possibility of
extra help after athletic eligibility
was over and that is one factor
that made this school so appealing
- especially for junior college
transfers. A feeling ofbetrayal has
swept through Murray State ath·

letics. No one is asking for special
treatment for student-athletes,
just some help in our quest to
receive a college degree.
Dr. Alexander, we pray that you
have thought out your acts with
athletics in mind. We, like many
other students, have worked since
junior high and high school for a
scholarship so that we would be
able to obtain a college education.
Now, thanks to you and your
appa.r ent lack of respect for those
of us who have diligently served
you and this University for four
years, many of us won't graduate
and our dreams will never come
true.
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Melissa DeRan and Aimee Jones
1
MSU Volleyball
To the editor:
The effects of Kern Alexander's
decision to sever funding of the
fifth-year athletic scholarship program, both short-term and longterm, are drastic and detrimental
to both the athletic department
and Murray State University as a
whole.
Please bear with us as we
restate the fact that the average
college student completes his or
her degree in 4.8 years. In most
scholarship programs, as long as
the student completes the standard requirements within a specified period of time, the award is
renewed until the student completes the program and receives a
degree.
Now that i~ not so with a stu·

<

dent-athlete. University President arships midterm is the blatant federal financial aid doesn't apply
Kern Alexander, by cutting fund- breach of contract moet fifth-year at all, and their credits from a
ing of this program, is in effect student-athletes signed at the U.S. University will not transfer
telling the student-athlete, "Enjoy beginning of the school year. to any educational institution in
your time here as an athlete, but While he may attempt to hide their homelands.
don't ask for help from me as a behind the fact that since-departNone of ua know what Or.
student."
ed Athletic Director Mike Strick- Alexander's motivations behind
If Dr. Alexander would say that land signed those contracts with- this action are - since moet of us
requirements are too lax and a out his written permission, the have never seen him, much less
blanket policy is not the answer, is contracts are still legally binding, talked to him - so we are left only
no policy then the answer? Most and despite Dr. Alexander's denial to speculation and continuing
current fifth-year athletes would in last week's Murray Stau News, attempts to schedule an appointnot mind an individually evaluat- many ftfth-year students have ment with him. By this action,
ed program based upon certain contacted attorneys and are ready though, he portraya himself as a
academic and need-based require- to take legal action if necessary.
university pTeSident whose interments.
Many student-athletes have est lies not in serving, or even
Also, fifth-year athletes are not been told this week by the heads assisting, the students, but in
simply taking up space since their of their respective departments reducing department funding to a
athletic eligibility is up. All have that they are "taken care of," a numbers game.
duties assigned to them by their vague statement thus far not
In closing, we would like to
departments, such as undergrad- specified. This does nothing to state that every student-athlete
uate coaching assistantships, sec- ease our minds since the general involved in the fifth-year program
retarial help, athletic promotions, consensus is that Dr. Alexander is is currently remaining active in
and community relations, so elim- the executive decision-maker for athletics at Murray State Univerinating a fifth-year program in athletics, and he does not want sity. While maintaining at least
effect eliminates many of those any ftfth-year assistance to be the minimum grade point avernecessary services.
given.
age, the vast mt\iority exceed the
And regarding Dr. Alexander's minimum by far, with most on
As regrettable as the cutting of
funding of the fifth-year program statement that "the University track to graduate in May, 1997.
is, even more repugnant is the will evaluate ~ach student-athlete One of the things that makes the
way it was handled. At least half to determine who needs the funds Murray State athletics departof the athletes affected by this to complete the degree and keep ment special and different from
change first read about it in The those commitments," (MSU Staff other mt\ior-college programs is
Murray State News, none received Writer Jake Burgess quotation) the common bond between the
a formal letter, and most were what we were told that meant was athletes in every sport. We will
shuffied into interim Athletic that Dr. Frank would meet with not accept unfair or dishonest
Director Jim Frank's office, where the Financial Aid Department to treatment of any athlete within
he told us that there was nothing determine what federal aid each our program, and will fight until
he could do because it was the student qualifies for. Of course, if this problem is resolved.
president's decision.
the federal aid is not already
The most obvious of the multi- available, it's not going to magi- John Proctor
ple blunders Dr. Alexander made cally materialize now! And to two Sarah Boland
in eliminating the fifth-year schol· international student-athletes Lockport, Ill.
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Stale statute proteCts pedestrians

Courts. A domestic violence order was served on a resident, who was
removed from the premises.
5:28p.m. Five smoke detectors were pulled from the'first floor ceiling of
Richmond College.
5:37 p.m. The smoke detector on the second floor of Elizabeth College
was set off. The alarm was false.
5:49 p.m. Laura B. Lorenz reported the theft of her bookbag from Hart
Dell.
6:47 p.m. The first floor east window of White College was broken.
8:31 p.m. The fire alarm on the second floor of Hart College sounded.
No fire was found.

Bv REBECCA DouTT
SENIOit STAFF WRITER

Students walking from their residential
colleges to class and back may not think
much of pedestrian safety, but it is. an
important issue to those who commute to
campus on a regular basis.
While parking spaces may be available
close to campus, the actual walk from car
to building can become a long trip when
waiting for an opportunity to cross the
street.
Some students have said that the inconvenience of heavy traffic on 16th St., which
has 'several crosswalks between Main and
Chestnut streets, can quickly escalate into
problems when pedestrians and drivers
are unsure of traffic laws concerning
pedestrians.
Chris
Bennett,
sophomore
from
Hawesville, said he sometimes has problems with motorists as he is crossing the
street on his way to campus.
"About the only problem I have is when
they'll see you start to walk acrdss the
street and they'll speed up," Bennett said.
"It's kind of stupid. Everyone knows pedestrians have the right-of-way. They either
speed up or they look at you like you're an
idiot."
According to KRS 189.570, "between
adjacent intersections within the city limits of every city at which traffic control signals are in operation, pedestrians shall not
cross at any place except in a marked
crosswalk."
Pedestrians crossing in a crosswalk have
the right-of-way. They lose the right-ofway if they do not cross in a crosswalk. The
statute states that this does not become a
free-for-all for the driver, however.
The statute also states that just because
many people cross in a certain place does
not deem it a crosswalk.
Other sections of the statute state that

November 13
2:45 p.m. A domestic problem was reported in the 800 block of College

November 14
1 :08 a.m. John A. Bernier of Bowling Green was arrested for criminal

trespassing in Richmond College. Bernier, a non student, was lodged in
the Calloway County District Jail.
2:04 p.m. The fire alarm in Mason Hall sounded. No fire was found.
9:51 p.m. The fire alarm sounded in the Industry and Technology Center. A propane buffer was being used, and the odor set off the alarm.
10:58 p.m. The fire alarm sounded in Hester College. No fire was found.
November 15

Seth Dixon/ Staff
A pedestrian chooses to cross 16th St. at a crosswaJk where she has the rlsht·of-way.
Pedestrians not using crosswalks do not have the risht-of-way.
specific restrictions on crosswalk use
should be followed for the right-of-way to
remain with the pedestrian. Not only must
pedestrians walk in the crosswalk, but
they are supposed to walk on the right side
of the crosswalk.
According to the statute, "every pedestrian crossing a roadway at a point other
than within a marked crosswalk or within
an unmarked crosswalk at an intersection
shall yield the right-of-way to all vehicles
upon the roadway."
The statute also states that drivers have
specific responsibilities regarding crosswalk rules. A vehicle must not pass another vehicle stopped to allow a pedestrian to
cross the road. When traffic control signals
are not in place or in operation, drivers

must yield the right-of-way to pedestrians
crossing the road.
KRS 189.231 states that for state-maintained highways, such as 16th and Chestnut streets, "The driver of any vehicle shall
obey the instructions of any official traffic
control device applicable."
Michael Perry, senior from Marion, said
coming to and. from campus during times of
busy traffic makes crossing the street easi-

er.
''1 usually go during pretty busy times,"
Perry said. "There are usually a lot of other
people, so cars stop. The only thing I see is
that the crosswalks aren't all in good
places. There's a crosswalk right where the
campus police cars turn into Public Safety.
Things like that don't make sense."

1 :06 p.m. Lint In a heating unit set off the fire alarm In Elizabeth College.
No fire was found.
2:38 p.m. Scott Stone reported the theft of a mountain bike from outside
Hester College.
3:42 p.m. A report was taken of a vehicle being. vandalized near Elizabeth College.
4:23 p.m. A false fire alarm was reported in Hester College.
9:21 p.m. A complaint was taken on skateboarders outside the Industry
and Technology Building.
November 16

10:17 p.m. White College offiCials reported a power outage.
November 18
5:55 p.m. A student requested an ambulance at Wells Hall. The student

was treated for a small cut on a hand and released.
7:20p.m. Van L. Evans, a non-student from Paris, Tenn., was arrested
for criminal trespassing on the sixth floor of Hart College. He had been
following and harassing a former girlfriend.
November 19
11:08 a.m. An auto accident near Waterfield library was reported.
9:15 p.m. A citation was Issued to Michael B. Claycomb for speeding

and disregarding a stop sign near Hart College.
11 :22 p.m. A noise complaint was Issued against a fraternity hold a function behind Springer College. The fraternity was advised to move.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State Nsws staff from materials available to the public at the Public Safety office.

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
17 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dorms
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-0113
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Jewish holiday commemorates miracle, too
BY )ENNIFER POTIER
AsSISTANT COLUGE LIFE EDITOR

Hanukkah - the Jewish Christmas?
Not quite.
Kim Newman, senior from Evansville,
Ind,.
said
Hanukkah
has
been
Americanized . Gift giving evolved because
of the nearness of the holiday to
Christmas, but Hanukkah actua11y has no
connection to the Christian celebration.
Hanukkah is a Jewish holiday commemorating the dedication of the altar in the
Temple of Jerusalem and a miracle.
According to Encyclopedia Judaica,
Hanukkah was instituted by Judah
Maccabee and his followers after defeating
enemies occupying Jerusalem.
The Maccabees entered the city and purified the temple, but found the altar defiled.
The men destroyed the old altar and built
a new one, making new holy vessels including a candelabrum, an altar for incense, a
table and curtains.
Judah set the 24th of Kislev (according
to the Hebrew Lunar calendar) as the date
for the rededication of the Temple and
decreed that in remembrance, eight days
would be designated as a time of rejoicing
for future generations.

Newman continued the story by telling of
the eternal light over the Ark which is
never to be extinguished. During the
rededication they had only one pot of oil,
which would keep the light burning for
only one night.
The next town was eight days away.
Judah and his followers set out for the
town knowing the light would be out by the
time they returned. When they got back
they found a miracle had happened. The oil
had lasted for eight days, thus Hanukkah
became known as the Festival of Lights.
This year Hanukkah begins on Dec. 6.
Since the dates change each year, Newman
says sometimes she celebrates at home
with her family and sometimes here at
school.
"I don't get out of school unless it falls
during Christmas break," she said.
This year she will celebrate in Murray.
"I light the Menorah and say the blessing
over it," she said.
Newman also plans to attend Hanukkah
services at the Temple in Paducah. During
the Sabbath services on Friday, special
Hanukkah prayers are said. They also say
the Hebrew blessing over the Menorah and
light it.
Newman admits it is difficult having no

Jewish companions during the holidays,
but as a senior she has adjusted to it.
"During the holiday· season it would be
nice to have a group to celebrate with, but
that was something I sacrificed coming to
Murray State," she said. "I know it is
short-term, but that doesn't make it any
easier."
Working with Jewish professors,
Newman has founded a Jewish organization on campus to bring together people of
the same faith.
When Newman can be at home with her
family during Hanukkah, they light the
Menorah and exchange gifts. One candle is
lit each night and one gift is given. They
also play a game called Dreidel. It is played
with a spin top which incorporates four
Hebrew letters which represent the
phrase, "A great miracle happened here"
referring to the eight-day pot of oil.
Even if it falls during the school year,
Newman said she does not miss classes for
Hanukkah, but if she needs to miss for
other holidays, she has found that most
professors are understanding.
"You have to have priorities in your }jfe,"
she said. "School is a high priority, but
faith is going to take a higher priority for
the holidays."

Danny VoweliNisual Editor
Kim Newm an lights her Menorah in the shape of a mountain
bike. It was a present from her mother because she enjoys biking.
Menorahs have evolved a great deal from traditional symbols.
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African-American celebration focuses on culture
B Y SLONE H UTCHISON

(The Seven Principles)
1. UMOJA (Unity) To strive for and maintain unity in the fami·
ly. community nation and race.
2. .KU.RCBAGUJ.JA (SelfDetermination) To define ourselves,
::t.---:IIW.!IiMit'OU:f*l'fas. aeate for ourselves and s~ak for ourselves.
•'WillA (Collective Work and Responsibility) To build and
uwiatain our CQJUDUnity together and make our sister's and
jm,iltb,era pnbtema our p!oblems and eolve them tnpther.
ning.
4. UJ AMAA (Cooperative Economics) To build and maintain
our
own stores, shops and other businesses and to profit from
The 30-year-old celebration
called Kwanzaa begins on Dec. them together.
26 and lasts until Dec. 31 when 5. NIA (Purpc)ae) To make our collective vocation the building
it comes to a close with a large and developing of our community in order to :restore our·people
feast known as Kwanzaa to their ttaditumal greatness.
8. .KUlJMBA (Creativity) To do as much as we can, in the way
Karamu.
Kwanzaa was created by we can~ i.l',\ order to l$ave our community more beautiful and
Maulana Karenga, a professor beneficial than we inheri~ it.
of black studies and interna- 7. IMANI (Faith) To believe with all our heart in our people,
tionally known scholar, in out paTents, our teachers, our leaders and the righteousness
1966. The movement began in and victory of our struggle.
Los Angeles, Ca., and spread
across the United States. It is were ingathering, reverence, desirable principles, concepts,
estimated that 10 to 15 million recomm'itment, commemora- and practices. The symbols are
people celebrate Kwanzaa all tion and celebration. Kwanzaa both traditional and modern incorporates the spirit value items which reflect concepts
over the world.
The non-religious, seven-day and practice of these common that evolved out of the life and
celebration is deeply rooted in aspects and becomes, in the struggle of the Mricanthe Mrican-American commu- U.S., a celebration of family, American people.
nity and focuses on seven prin- community and culture.
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority
Kwanzaa's creator, Karenga,
ciples known as the Nguzo
in
conjunction with MSU is
believes that if the MricanSaba.
planning
a pre-Kwanzas celeThe continental African roots American history and humani- bration this year. The event
of Kwanzaa are based on the ty are to be reconstructed, the will include a reenactment of
annual Mrican-American agri- culture must also be recon- how a family might celebrate
cultural celebrations called structed.
and
Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa's seven principles Kwanzaa
"first fruit celebrations." The
Karamu,
the
lavish
feast
will
first Mrican first fruit celebra- do not cater to individualism, be served.
tions took place in many but rather give fullness to the
Nikita White, chairperson for
African civilizations for thou· human personality.
sands of years. The common
Kwanzaa symbols are meant the Sigma Gamma Rho event,
aspect of all the celebrations to reinforce and represent said the good thing about

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Gwen Dya<./Staff
This is a typical Kwanzaa table set with several of the traditional
symbois of the celebration such as the kinara and muhlndl. T h e
symbols represent the most Important aspects of the holiday.

Kwanzaa is that Christmas
and Kwanzaa do not contradict
each other.
"I'm sure there are a lot of
people who celebrate both
Kwanzaa and Christmast
White said. "This is open to
everyone. We want people to
understand what Kwanzaa is
all about."
A typical Kwanzaa setting
would begin with a table covered with a solid red, black or
green table cloth. A mkeka or
straw mat, which stands for
tradition and history which are
the foundations of Kwanzaa, is
placed on top of the table cloth.
Because the mkeka represents
the foundation, the other
Kwanzaa symbols are placed
on top of it. The kinara, which
holds candles representative of
the seven principles of
Kwanzaa and the mazao, or
crops, which are represented by
a basket of fruits and vegcta~
bles are placed on the straw
mat. Other symbols added to
the Kwanzaa table are muhindi, or ears of com, representing
each child in the household, the .
kikombe cha umoja, or unity
cup, and zawadi, or gifts, are all
placed on the table. Some
Kwanzaa tables may also have
green plants which represent
education and nature.
The length of the celebration
is designed to give daily
emphasis to each of the seven
principles of Kwanzaa.

Foreign students travel, relax during holidays
Bv SHB.LEY STREET
STAfF Warrn
With what holiday do you
associate fireworks? Odds are,
it wasn't Christmas, But if you
were in Panama, your OOlebra·
tion would be a little different.
What if you lived in
the Middle East.? Are you prepared to celebrate Ramadan
this winter?
This semester the University
is host to 345 updergraduate
and graduate students from 56
countries. They cpme from
Eastern Europe, the former
Soviet Union, Asia, Africa,
Latin America and many other
places you mighl not have
even heard of. But how do you

celebrate the holidays when an
ocean separates you from your
loved ones?
"I would say that a good
number, if they can afford the
airfare, do try to take advantage of our fairly long break to
go home. put a large number
also stay in the United States
and take that chance to travel
to places they haven•t bad a
chance to see before," Marcie
Johnson, di.rector of the center
for international programs,
said.
Popular places for international students to visit include
Florida, California, Canada,
New Orleans and Boston.
Some organizations offer
opportunities for international

students to stay with fa.miJies interesting to watch this holi·
elsewhere in the United States day as we observe it,• she said.
fot aeveral weeks. The stu·
Some students remain on
dents may request a specific campus
throughout
the
Christmas season. Some can't
destination in some cases.
wh o
celebr ate manage to get home. Some
"Those
Chr.iatmaa will celebra~ it dif- don't ha'Ve the means to travel.
ferently from us," Johnson Some stay to work on special
said. "In some Latin ~rican projects that are needed for
countries, fOT' example, the gift graduation. Others just enjoy
giving occurs on Jan. 6, which the ~ace and quiet.
is the feast· of the three kings."
-ro be honest, that's some·
Sup~y, this is the da~ tim~s because they really don't
that the three wise men have many choices and it's
arrived at the manger, of the worth recognizing that this
baby Jesus with their first holiday can be pretty lonely for
Christmas gifts of gold, frank'- a few people who stay on cam·
pus when everybody else dis·
incense .and myrrh.
"For students whose home appears," Johnson sald.
cUltures don't happen to cete.
Not all of these stranded stu·
brate Christmas. it's very dents need be lonely, however.
6

•

•

There is a way to help.
Families interested in hosting
an international student for
the holidays should call the
Center for International
Programs and talk to the inter·
national student adviser, Isis
Chaverri.
"This could 'be especially true
offacultyin town who would, if
not on Christmas Day, sometime during the holiday~;~,
might invite somebody to just
spend an afternoon," Johnson
said.
Chaverri has more than pro·
fessional experience dealing
with international students.
She is originally from Panama,
but. first came to the United
States in 1989.

Chaverri said she worried
about such things as the difference in foods, not having a car
here, living in a residen~ hall
for the flrst time and being
away from her family.
Chaverri
spent
two
Christmases in Murray while
attending college here. She eel·
ebrated the holidays with
friends and cooking.
The holidays are celebrated
differently around the glob~,
but all cultures have one thing
in common. "We have funda·
mental things in · common,
including the importance of
families, the importance of eel·
ebrations that bring people
together socially/' Johnson
said.

Jones promotes tolerance of homos~xuals
tolerance
Jessica
Forst
regarding a
said. "I think she
I like to think my sexuality is not
person's sexuhad a lot of valid
al preference.
points."
the first quality someone would
Jones does
Senior Viktor
judge me on.
her programs
Kerney echoed
primarily in
that sentiment,
saying, "I feel
the St. Louis
Michelle Jones that it is imporarea for both
homosexua l
tant to discuss
BY NATALIE P EEK
organizations
these
issues
Jones thinks those numbers
REPORTER
and universities.
because
it's
going
on
on
this
are misrepr esentative of the
She began doing her pr o- actual number of people in the campus, and considering MurTolerance. That's the key
ray State is a conservative camgrams to break down stereoword Michele Jones brought to types of homosexual people she gay population because of our pus, this opens up a new vision
homophobic society.
Murray State's campus Tuesbelieves heterosexual people
Addit ionally, she gave a chill- of how life really is outside of
day night as she delivered her
have placed on them.
ing
· number regarding the Murray."
"informative, informal chat" on
"There's an inclination to teenage suicide rate, saying
Erin McClees, freshman,
diversity in the gay/lesbian
assume that homosexual peo- that it is two-thirds higher noted an important educational
community.
ple do not maintain normal, among gay teenagers than het- aspect of Jones' presentation.
A 29-year-old resident couneveryday, average lives and are erosexual teenagers.
"I thought that the issues
selor for troubled teens and living on the fringe of society,"
presented
were
relevant
Discrimination
in
the
workyoung adults, Jones says she is
Jones said. "Most people don't place was also discussed and because especially here in Murnot afraid to admit she is a lesassociate gay people with being how she believes heterosexuals ray we don't want to believe
bian.
productive and having families
that this lifestyle goes on, but it
"I am evolved enough to tell that love them and loving their generally have misconceptions
does, and we need to be educatregarding
homosexuals,
such
someone that I am a lesbian children."
as the idea that homosexuals ed about it," she said.
woman, I am researching it,
Nonetheless, Jones said she
As an example of her point, can't "adequately rear children
and everyday living it, • she
Jones pointed out that she has with morals," and that homo- does not let the views of others
said.
an 11-year-old daughter, Lau- sexuals aren't well-educated, keep her from her' primary goal
Not only is she living the
-promoting tolerance.
ren.
productive people.
lifestyle, she is attempting to
Her programs aim not only to
"Ultimately, I would like
While Jones said she has
inform others and bring a bet- promote tolerance but also to
them
to walk away with a
received negative reactions
ter understanding about homo"let gay people know that we're regarding her programs, she degree of tolerance and I don't
sexual relationships.
out there and we're accessible has learned the value of agree- mean acceptance - I mean
Topics addressed in Jones'
and to give them a little guid- ing to disagree.
exactly tolerance," she said.
programs range from maintain- ance if they need it.•
"We
can be tolerant of a lot of
However, some MSU stuing healthy lesbian/gay relaJones began her presentation dents concurred with Jones' things people do in this life...be
tionships, stress management
tolerant of things other people
stating that roughly 10 percent points.
in a homophobic society to
do
in their lives, and in turn
of the population is living an
"' really enjoyed it," senior
achieving a level of peace and
alternative lifestyle. However,
they'll be tolerant of you."

Students
agree issue
n eeds to be
a ddressed

'

'

Gwen Dyas/Staff
Michele Jones urges stude nts to be more tolerant of those who
choose to lead altematlve lifestyles. She asserted heterosexuals
assume many things about homosexuals that are misguided and
attempted to clear up m isconceptions at Tuesday night's lecture.
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Sunday, Dec. 1 from 2 - 4 p.m.
in the dance lounge.
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HOMPLACE RESTA
CATFISH SPECIAL
Friday & Saturday 5-8 p.m
Plate lunches everyday

Buffet Daily II a.m.-7 p.m
Open 4 a.m.-8 Jl.m. Monday-Saturdny
S:30am.-3 p.m Sunday

Wt> deliver!
721 S . 12tbSL

7.59-31~6

$1 ofT with MSU ID

BOo
DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
1303 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-8767

Come To
Bradley Book Company
And LOSE THE WAIT!

Hours 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday-Friday·
D.URING FINALS WEEK!
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Racers tu·n e up for 1has never done, and (the players) are very
focused on that."
Several Racers are poised to achieve perA turnout of 6,917 fans at the Murray sonal statistical goals, including: junior wide
State football team's 50-14 rout of Ten- receiver Reginald Swinton's pursuit of
nessee State Saturday at Stewart Stadium becoming MSU's first 1,000-yard receiver;
has caused the University to promote a senior defensive end Anthony Hutch's
"Bring a Friend Day" two-for-one ticket offer chance at an OVC sack title; junior placeto Saturday's regular-season finale against kicker Rob Hart's sole claim to the OVC sinDivision II opponent West Virginia Tech.
gle-season field goal recor d; and senior quarHowever, it will be the visiting Golden terback Mike Cherry's opportunity to lead
Bears, who have just two victories to their the league in passing and total offense.
credit in as many years, that will need a litMeanwhile, Nutt is more concerned with
tle help from t heir friends to overcome the keeping his troops well-rested and hungry
Racers, who earned outright back-to-back for another championship run.
Ohio Valley Conference championships with
"There's a couple of things we'd like to give
the win over the Tigers.
our players a chance to do, and they deserve
"The ball bounces funny, but if we do what that, but that's not a priority," said Nutt,
we're supposed to do, we'll win t he football who was mildly upset with MSU's play after
game," said MSU head coach Houston Nutt, building a 27-0 first-quarter lead on TSU.
who hopes to guide his fourth-ranked squad "When you get up on a team like that, it's
to the school's first-ever postseason victory easy to lose your concentration, and that's
when the Division I-AA Playoffs begin Nov. what we did."
29.
Seniors Dion Smith and Tony Turner are
"Last year, we got a taste of what the play- patrolling the free safety position in place of
offs are like," Nutt said. "We've got a chance senior Kedny Thomas, who will be out three
to do something that a Murray State team weeks with an injured left knee.

Volleyball
tourney
only gante
in town

Bv MIKE OHSTROM

SPoaTs Eonoa

Barry Johnson/Guest

Senior T erry Anthony high-fives Hurray State head football coach Houston Nutt, who Is carried by Junior Dan Brown (left) and senior Mathias
Vavao following the Racers' 50- 1-4 win ove r T ennesse e State Saturday.

1996 Ohio Valley Conference Volleyball Tournament
(4 p .m. Friday

CHAMPIONSHIP

Racer Arena)
#8 TTU/#9 UT-M

2 p .m. Sunday
#3 Murray State

Racer Arena

6 p.m. Friday

8 p.m. Friday
Racer Arena

North Gym

'Hawaii Vavao'
Defensive lineman helps
MSU's surge into playoffs
Bv CREG

STARK

REI'OIITEa

#6 Middle Tenn. Sl

#1 SE Missouri St.
5 p.m. Saturday
Racer Arena
#4 Austin Peay St.

I
I

OVCCtWIPS

j

3 p.m. Saturday
Racer Arena

#2 Eastern Illinois

'
6 p.m. Friday

8 p .m. Friday
North Gym

Racer Arena
#5 Morehead

St.

Souroe: MSU Spofts lnformatl011

• OVC champion will host Mid-East·
em Athletic Conference champion in
play-in match for automatic bid to
NCAA Volleyball Tournament.

#7 EKU/#1 0 TSU
(4 p.m. Friday
North Gym)

Mike Ohstronv'Sports Editor

Seniors aim MSU to OVC
BY jASON

YATES

REPOaTEll

Middle hitter Melissa Bridges and outside hitter Aimee Jones celebrated Senior Night in style
by leading the Mul'l'ay State volleyball team to a
15-12, 10-15, 15-8, 15-11 victory over in-state
rival Western Kentucky Monday in Racer Arena.
The Hilltoppers leapt to a 10-1 first-set lead
before the Racers got their feet planted on the
ground. MSU proceeded to capture 14 of the next
16 points as sophomore middle hitter Stephanie
Diebold served three aces to lead the charge.
WKU (17-16) bounced back from a 5-0 deficit
to even the match at one game apiece, but that
was all the Racers would relinquish.
Bridges and junior outside hitter Chandra
Br ashers led the offensive attack with 18 kills
each, followed by 14 by Diebold. Bridges also
broke MSU's single season record for kills with
557, while Diebold's total of 493 kills places her
fifth on the school's single season list, making
Bridges and Diebold the most successful Racer
offensive pair in school history.
Head coach Brenda Bowlin said Bridges and
Jones have been vital to the team's success.

"I am very proud of what Melissa and Aimee
have accomplished here," Bowlin said. "We have
won 24 games this year, and without the seniors,
that total would be smaller."
Jones felt the emotion of being in her last regular-season match.
"It was sad playing in my last home match,"
Jones said. "I'm happy to be part of this team."
The Racers (24-9) finished the regular season
with the school's best winning percentage (. 727)
and highest win total.
"It is hard for me to say if this is the greatest
team I have coached," Bowlin said. "I can say
that (the players) are probably the most talented
13 I have ever had."
MSU is hosting the 1996 Ohio Valley Conference Tour nament beginning Friday at 4 p.m.
The Racers play their first-round match against
Middle Tennessee State, a team the Racers
swept this season, at 6 p.m. in the North Gym.
Diebold, a member of last year's OVC all-tournament team, believes the Racers have an excellent chance of winning the tournament.
"We have had a much better season than last
year, and everybody wants the tournament,"
Diebold said.

After playing a major role in
the Murray State football
team's 17-14 victory over Eastern Kentucky Nov. 9 in Richmond, Mathias Vavao is packing some Hawaiian punch into
MSU's defensive line.
Vavao, a 6'5", 300-pound
senior defensive tackle from
Laie, Hawaii, was instrumental in helping the Racers clinch
their secondconsecutive
Ohio Valley
Conference
championship.
His
efforts,
which included a careerhigh
nine
tackles ,
helped keep
VAVAO
Colonel tailbacks William Murrell and Daymon Carter under
100 combined rushing yards.
"It (the Eastern game) was
the best game I had in a while,"
Vavao said. "It meant a lot to
me because I knew it was for
the championship, and I feel
thankful and blessed for that."
Head coach Houston N utt
thinks Vavao has influenced
the team.
"He's been a great leader for
us," Nutt said. "He is getting
better, and he has played outstanding football the last five
weeks. He's having a great
senior year."
Nutt also thought that Vavao
was a big factor against EKU.
"He clogged the middle, got

off the blocks, stayed low and
made big tackles," Nutt said.
Vavao began his football
career at Newark (Calif.)
Memorial High School and furthered his playing skills at
Chabot Junior College in Oak-·
land City, Calif., wher e he
earned all-conference honors as
a sophomore. He then transferred to MSU, a decision
which was based on a visit of
the University.
"My choices were limited,
and coach Nutt offered for me
to come down on a recruiting
trip," Vavao said. "When I
came down here, they treated
me with respect."
Vavao thinks his play has
improved immensely in his two
years with the Racers.
"Last year, there were a lot of
players in front of me, so I took
my role as a team player,"
Vavao said. "When the offseason came, I hit the weights, I
(watched) film, I studied with
(defensive line coach Larry)
McClain. He helped me out
with my techniques and skills."
The Racers are taking the
road to the Division 1-AA Playoffs slowly.
"Right now, we're going to ·
take it one game at a time,"
Vavao said. "Every game is
going to be pretty much like
E~stern Kentucky. The teams
that make the playoffs are
going to be real good teams
with real good offensive lines,
and it's going to come down to
my technique as far as which
gap to fi ll or how to get ofT a
block."

Gottfried enjoys offense against Croatia
Bv EDDIE
~Ts

GRANT

STAFF WamR

In their second and fin al
exhibition game, the Murray
State men's basketball team
pleased head coach Mark Gottfi:ied by beating the Cr oatian
BC Kantida Rijeka team 88-74
Tuesday in Racer Arena.
"Going into this game, we felt
the need to win," said Gottfried,
whose Racers lost their first
preseason contest 70-69 to Athletes In Action Nov. 14. "(Croatia) is a pretty decent team;
\ they lost to Tulane by two and
Alabama by six, so you'd think
they are doing pretty well."
The Racers got off to a strong
start with the help of sophomore guard Darren Dawson
and fr eshman guard Deteri
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Mayes. Dawson, who missed all Junior guard Chad Townsend (right, with ball) maneuve rs around BC Kantida Rijeka guard De nis
six of his three-poin t shots Hujaglc In the Hurray State m en's basketball team' s 88-74 win Tuesday in Racer Are na.
against AlA, went 4-of-5 from
the arc in the first half alone. than half of the Racers' first- minded, and as it turns out I
After establishing a 46-37
Mayes added another 14 half tally.
did more scoring in the first halftime lead, MSU blew open
points, which combined with
"Coach told me that he want- half than I thought I would," a 20-point lead midway
Dawson's 12 to comprise more ed me to be. more offensively Mayes ·said.
through the second stanza

thanks to a balanced scoring
attack. Senior forwar d Vincent
Rainey, who also pulled down a
game-high 13 rebounds, led all
scorers with 24 points, followed
by Mayes with 20 and Dawson
with 14.
"I thought we shared the ball
good," said Gottfried of the win.
"I tell them that it's amazing
what can be accomplished
when no one cares who gets the
credit."
Gottfried also appreciated
the continuity of his team's
offense, which tallied 18 assists
against BC Kantida Rijeka
after a sloppy eight-assist performance against AlA.
"I thought we didn't execute
(against AlA), which led to a
guy like Vincent Rainey having
to take a lot of bad shots, where
as tonight, I can't remember a
bad shot he took," Gottfried
said.
The Racers will open the regular season this weekend when
they will face Belmont at 8 p.m.
in Racer Arena.

Attention,
Sports
Murray
State sports Talk
fans.
A
major
sporting
event packed
with excitement is taking
place
this weekend on campus in which
JASON
the Racers
YATES
need your
Reporter
support.
I am not talking about the
football team's less-than-epic
confrontation with Division II
West Virginia Tech, a team
which has won a total of two
games in two seasons and is
more suited to face one of the
campus' numerous intramural
flag football squads. I am also
not speaking of MSU's regular
season basketball opener
against the Belmont Bruins,
a.k.a. sacrificial lambs.
The event I am speaking of is
the Ohio Valley Conference
volleyball tournament, which
with
preliminary
begins
matches today at 4 p.m. and
runs through Sunday's championship match at 2 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
In almost complete obscurity,
MSU's all-time winningest
coach Brenda Bowlin has
turned last year's 11-16 record
into the school's most successful campaign with a 24-9 mark,
including a 13-5 OVC record.
The team is loaded with an
array of talented and exciting
players who have Tewritten
half of MSlYs volleyball re~ord
book this season, but unfortunately, only about 200 people,
the average number of spectators at MSU home matches
this year, have witnessed the
team's extraordinary accomplishments.
Volleyball does not, nor probably ever will, have the following that football or basketball
enjoy, but 1 guarantee if you're
a fan of sports in general, you
wi11 be thoroughly entertained
while watching this team in
action. Besides, the Racers certainly deserve the spotlight
with their chance to capture a
conference title at home.
Middle Tennessee State is
MSU's first round opponent
imd the defending OVC tourna- '
ment champions. The Blue
Raiders have not done as well
as expected this season, slipping to 8-10 in the conference.
However, this can make them
dangerous since they have
nothing to lose. They know
what it takes to win a tournament, making them my dark
horse of the tournament.
League newcomer Eastern
lllinois has made a huge
impression with a 13-5 OVC
record. The Panthers are an
athletic, balanced team that
has defeated the Racers in two
hotly-contested matches this
year. MSU is chomping at the
bit to get one more shot at EIU,
and their wishes could come
true in the semifinals.
Last, but not least, is fourtime OVC regular-season
champion Southeast Missouri
State. The Otahkians established a perfect 18-0 mark in
confer ence competition this
year. The Racers came close to
blemishing SEMO's record
Nov. 5 when MSU captured the
first two games before watching the Otahkians claw back
for the victory. A chance of seeing t hese two squads lock
horns again will be well worth
the price of admission - $4 for
MSU students with a Racer ID.
For one weekend, let's focus
our attention on the volleyball
team. This group of women
have earned and deserved our
support, and they will not fail
to entertain.
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SCORECARD
MSU 50, TSU 14

Football
NCAA 1-AA TOP 25
Team

Record
11 ·0
2. Montana
10-0
3. Northern Iowa
10·1
~. Murray State
9·1
5. Troy State
9·1
S. Northern Arizona
9-2
7. William & Mary
9·2
Jackson State
9· 1
9. East Tennessee State
9·2
\o. Delaware
8-3
11. Western Illinois
9·2
12. New Hampshire
8·2
13. Florida A&M
8·2
'7-3
14. Stephen F. Austin
15. Furman
7·3
8·3
16. Youngstown State
17. Villanova
8·3
9-0
18. Dartmouth
19. Eastern Illinois
7·3
20. Southwest Missouri State 7·4
8-2
21. Howard
7-3
22. Nicholls State
23. James Madison
7·4
24. Dayton
11·0
25. Appalachian State
6·4
Buffalo
8·3
~. Marshall

a.

OVC STANDINGS
ovc Overall
Team
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
MTSU
Tennessee State
SEMO
UT· Martin
APSU

W L
8 0

6 1
5
4
3
3

2
3
4
4
2 5
1 6
0 7

w
9
6
7
5
5
4

L

1
4

3

5
5
6
2 8
1 9
0 10

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Murray State 50. Tennessee State
14: Middle Tennessee State 31 ,
Eastern Illinois 24; Eastern Ken·
lucky 24, Austin Peay State 10; llli·
nois State 26, Tennessee Tech 15;
Samford 31 , Tennessee-Martin 12.
SATURDAY'S GAMES
Eastern Kentucky vs. Eastern Illinois, 1:30 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin vs. Austin Peay
State, 1:30 p.m.
Southeast Missouri State vs. Ten·
nessee State, 1 :30 p.m.
West Virginia Tech vs. Murray
State, 1:30 p.m.
Tennessee Tech vs. Middle Ten·
nessee State, 2 p.m.

Saturday at Stewart Stadium
Team
1 2 3 4 Total
Tennessee State 0 0 7 7- 14
Murray State
27 0 16 7 - 50
First Quarter
MSU - Swinton 38 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 11:42
MSU - Merritt 69 fumble return
(Hart kick), 4;14
MSU - A. Hampton 21 fumble
return (run fa1led). 3:16
MSU - Jones 28 pass from Cherry (Hart kick), 1:59
Third Quarter
MSU - Downs 30 run (Hart kick),
, 1:39
MSU - Safety, Hutch tackles A.
Williams in the end zone, 10:40
MSU - H1tson 41 run (Hart kick),
7:48
TSU - Broome 20 pass from
Quartes (McFall kick), 2:46
Fourth Quarter
TSU - Quarles 1 run (McFall
kick). 14:44
MSU - Hitson 85 run (Hart kick),
6:11
A -6,917
TSU
MSU
First downs
18
17
42·39 35·25 1
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
260
154
41
Return yards
6
Comp-Att
20·44-2 13-31-2
Sacks-yards
1-10
9·67
Punts
7-258 5· 156
Fumbles-lost
~-2
o-o
Penalties-yards
7-37
5-34
Possession Time
35:11 24:49
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - Tennessee State,
Wallace 5-29, Quarles 11-18,
Broome 3·17, Tippens 2· 11 , D.
Moore 1-6, Green 1·3, Lacey 3· 1,
Davenport 2·0, Hillery 4·(-2), Valen·
tine 6-(-20), A. Williams 4·(-24).
Murray State, Hitson 5-121, Downs
13-74, McCann 8-31 , Chairs 4·23,
Newton 2·8. Criswell 1-Q, Cherry 1(-6).
PASSING - Tennessee State,
Valentine 8·16·1 82, Quarles 7·15·
1 122, A. Williams 5·13-0 56. Murray State, Cherry 13·3 1·2 154.
RECEIVING - Tennessee State,
J. Hall5-91 , Sullivan 5·72. D.
Moore 3·19. Hester 2·27, Hillery 2·
3, Wallace 1-20, Broome 1-20, J.
Hurd 1-8. Murray State, Swinton 6106, Jones 3-47, McCann 1-6,
Johnson 1-4, Greer 1-(-1), Pollard
1-(-8).
MISSED FIELD GOALS - None.
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MSU ALL· TIME SINGLE-SEASON
RECEIVING LEADERS
RECEPTIONS
Player (year)
1. Harvey Tanner (1967)
88
2. Reginald Swinton (1996)
62
3. Gerald Young (1968)
54
4. Lee McCormicK (1985)
52
5. Jesse Jones (1996)
47
6. John Watson (1965)
45
7. Jack Wolf (1969)
42
8. Billy Hess (1968)
40
9. Lee McCormick (1984)
39
10. Glen Arterburn (1989)
38
James Huff (1989)
RECEIVING YARDS
1. Harvey Tanner (1967)
2. Reginald Swinton (1996)
3. Jesse Jones (1996)
4. Lee McCormick (1985)
5. Stanley Howard (1987)
6. Billy Hess ( 1968)
7. Stanley Howard (1987)
8. Glen Arterburn (1989)
9. Kwabene ldlette {1995)
10. Matt Hall (1994)

996
978
780
769
732
726
682
650
636
629

Volleyball
MSU 3, WKU 1
Monday in Racer Arena
Team
1
2
3
4
Westem Kentucky 12 15 8 11
Murray State
15 10 15 15
Kills - Western Kentucky 56 (Rit·
terskamp, Denton 12), Murray State
67 (Bridges, Brashers 18). Assists
- Western Kentucky 49 (Donahue
48), Murray State 61 (Hoffman 58).
Aces - Western Kentucky 5 (Starck, Donahue 2), Murray State 9
(Diebold 5). Digs - Western Kentucky 62 (Donahue 16), Murray
State 65 (Hoffman, Kennedy,
Brashers 13). Blocks - Western
Kentucky 6 (Ritterskamp 2), Murray
State 7 (Bridges 3).
A - 212. T -1 :40.
Records: Western Kentucky 17· 16,
Murray State 24·9.

Men's
Basketball
Tuesday In Racer Arena
BC KANTIDA RIJEKA (74)
Kuzmanic 3-7 1· 1 7, Mujagic 2·7
0·0 6, Rados 8-14 3-4 20, Mamie 6·
11 3-4 19, Lewis 2·7 0·0 5.
Anzulovic 3·7 0·0 9, Pavic 0-0 0·0

0, Obradovic 1·1 o-2 3, Stojic 1·2
1·2 3, Borcic 1·3 0·0 2. Totals 27•
59 8·13 74.
MURRAY STATE (88)
Townsend 4·7 0·0 8, Hamilton 2·
4 0·0 4, Page 3-7 2·2 9. Harris H
0-Q 2, Mayes 7-14 3·4 20, Dahl 0·2
0·0 0, Dawson 5·9 0-Q 14, Martino2 O·O o, Story 2-2 0 -0 4, Rainey 9·
16 6-8 24, Turner 1· 4 1·2 3. Totals
34·68 12· 16 88.
Halftime - Murray State 46, BC
Kantida Rijeka 37. Three-point
goats - BC Kantida Rijeka 12-22
(Mamie 4-6, Anzulovic 3-4, Mujagic
2·6, Obradovic 1-1 . Rados 1-2.
lewis 1-3), Murray State 8-17
(Dawson 4·7, Mayes 3·4, Page 1·3,
Martin 0·1, Rainey 0·2). Fouled out
- BC Kantida Rijeka (Kuzmanic).
Rebounds - BC Kantida Rijeka 25
(Rados 7), Murray State 46 (Rainey
13). Assists - BC Kantida Rijeka 8
(Kuzmanic, Mujagic, lewis 2), Murray State 18 (Story 4). Total foulsBC Kantida Rijeka 17, Murray State
17. Technicals- None,
A - 1,103

Sports
Notebook
Aimee j o ne s and Mancell Elam are the Racers of
the Week.
Jones, a 6-foot senior outside hitter from Covington,
took advantage of a Senior Night start to help t he Murray
State volleyball team beat Western Kentucky 15- 12, 15- 10,
15-8, 15- 1 I Monday in Racer Are na. jones notched two
kills, one ace, eight tUgs and a block in the first two sets of
the match. which gave the Racers a school-best 24-9 regular season record.
Elam, a 6' I", 232-pound sopho more linebacker from
Hickman, tallied a team-high seven tackles, including two
tackles for loss and a sack in Murray State's 50- 14 rout of
Tennessee State Saturday at Stewart Stadium. Elam, the
Ohio Valley Conference's Newcomer of the Week, also
forced a fumble that was ret urned 69 yards by junio r Linebacker Ronnie Merritt for a touchdown.

• Thursday in Racer Arena
ATHLETES IN ACTION (70)
Stewart 3·11 0·0 8, Daniels 2·8
0·1 6, Williams 5· 7 8·9 18. Heide·
brecht 0·5 0·0 0, Michaels 1· 5 0-0
2, McGhee 3-6 0-0 7, Andres 1·3 00 3, Grimsley 4·7 0·0 9, Banks 0·5
1-3 1, Coleman 7-8 2·4 16, Kjorvestad 0·0 0·0 0. Totals 26·65 11 17 70.
MURRAY STATE (69)
Townsend 6·12 5·7 19, Hamilton
1·7 0-0 2. Ra1ney 7·21 7-10 21 ,
Harris 2-4 2·2 7, Mayes 5· 10 2·2
13, Dahl 1·2 0·0 2, Dawson 0·6 0·0
0, Story 0·0 0·0 0, Page 1-4 2·2 5.
Totals 23-66 18·23 69.
Halftime - Murray State 32, Athletes In Action 29. Three-point
goals- Athletes In Action 7· 23
(Daniels 2·5, Stewart 2· 7, McGhee
1-1, Andres 1·2, Grimsley 1·2,
Williams 0-1 , Coleman 0·1, Heidebrecht 0-2, Banks 0-2), Murray
State 5-14 (Townsend 2·3, Harris
1-1, Rainey 1·2, Mayes 1-6, Dawson 0·2). Fouled out - Athletes In
Action (Banks), Murray State (Harris). Rebounds - Athletes In Action
41 (Michaels 8), Murray State 45
(Hamihon 11 ). Assists - Athletes In
Action 14 (Stewart 8). Murray State
8 (Townsend 3). Total fouls - Ath·
fetes In Action 23, Murray State 21 .
Technicats - None.
A - 1,543

Murray State football fans can flnd o ut who and
where the Racers will play in the NCAA Division 1-AA
Playoffs at the team's "Playoff Pairings Party" at II :30 a.m.
Sunday in the Curris Ce nter Ballroom.
The 1996 1-AA playoff bracket will be announced on
SportSouth beginning at noon. There is no admission to
t he pairings party. which is o pen to the public.

Sports Calendar
FRIDAY
Volleyball -Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Racer Arena
Rodeo • Intercollegiate Rodeo at 7:30 p.m. in West Kentucky Exposition
Center

SATURDAY
Volleyball - Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Racer Arena
Football- West Virginia Tech vs. MSU at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium
Women's Basketball - MSU vs. Southern Illinois at 7 p.m. in Carbondale
Rodeo ·Intercollegiate Rodeo at 7:30p.m. in West Kentucky Exposition
Center
Men's Basketball - Belmont vs. MSU at 8 p.m. in Racer Arena

SUNDAY
Volleyball - Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Racer Arena

MONDAY
Men 's Basketball - Indiana-Purdue at Indianapolis vs. MSU at 7 p.m in
Racer Arena

WEDNESDAY
Women's Basketball- MSU vs. Mississippi State at 7 p.m. in Starkville
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12 PACK

BUDWEISER
BUD LIGHT

$4.89

CASE

OLD MILWAUKEE
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LONE STAR
6 PACK

$4.69

It's never •a
to plan

6 PACK

$4.69
MILWAUKEES BEST

BUSCH

NATURAL LITE

LOOSE CASE

LOOSE CASE

LOOSE CASE

$8.99

$13.79

$9.99

PRICES GOOD THRU 1213/96
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If the MISSION is PARTY, it's NEVER
IMPOSSIBLE with MINIT MART
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Carnival's "Fantasy" will take you to the
Bahamas for four nights for only $4191
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If you 'd rather stay on land si*l• sr~,
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nights in South Padre, TX for oJflt -
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If Florida is your destination, you ean
have seven nights in Daytona or
Panama City Beaeh starting at $119!
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Cancun Packages are also
available!
We will be offering a shuttle to Nashville
airport. Call or stop by to reserve your seat...
To Nashville Nov. 27 & Dec. 18 at 7a.m.
Return to Murray Dec. 1 & Jan. 12 at 6 p.m.
$50 Round Trip,
$40 If you book with Far Lands.
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Bridges crosses troubled water to lead MSU
Bv

JASON YATES

VOLLEYBALL

R£PORT(R

With the relative ease Melissa Bridges constantly pounds a
volleyball, one might think she
has always enjoyed similar success. However, Bridges' 1995
season, her first at MSU following a stellar junior college
career at Lincoln College, was a
year of transition and struggle.
Although Bridges was a contributor off the bench at the
middle hitter position last year,
the native of Havana, m. never
produced the big numbers she
proved she was ~apable of in
junior college as the Racers suffered a disappointing 11-16

season. Throughout the season,
Bridges was her biggest critic.
"It was hard for me to adjust
from the junior college level,
and I got down on myself,
which was one reason I did not
do as well," Bridges said. "I
began playing better towards
the end of the season and decided I would do better this year."
"Do better" might have been
the understatement of the year.
With all the preseason praise
focused on Racer standouts
Stephanie Diebold and Kristi
Hoffman, Bridges used MSU's
season-opening tournament at

the First Serve Festival in
Omaha, Neb. as her coming-out
party. The Racers' senior middle
hitter
asserted her·
self by becoming
MSU's
only member
on the allt ournamen t
team and leading her squad
with 58 ki11s in L........--R-ID_G_E_S--l
8
four matches.
Bridges's performance in
Omaha was only a preview of
the exceptional campaign she
would put together . At the end
of the regular season, Bridges
leads the Racer s in kills,

Racers edged at hoDle

Sig Eps

BY CHRIS j O NES

Bv

attempts, hitting percentage,
kills per game and block solos.
Head coach Brenda Bowlin
credits Bridges' improvement
to a better mental approach.
"One of t he biggest things
that has made Melissa better
this year is that she came out
physically and mentally ready
to ·play," Bowlin said. "She set
high goals for herself and the
team, and she has openly
voiced her desire to be on a
championship team."
Bridges responded to Monday's Senior Night festivities by
rewriting some volleyball history. Her 18 kills pushed her season total to 557, a new MSU
single-season high. Sarah

•

WID

playoff opener

CHRIS ) ONES
R£P0RTER

REPOmt

Independent competitor Tim Adams and Mississippi's Jim
Phillips slashed their way to victOry at the Murra y State fenc·
ing club's annual Racer's ~e Tournament Silturday in the
north ~ of the Carr Health Building.
Adams, a former MSU fencing club member , defeated J ohn
Matthews of Mississippi 15-10 to win the foil championship.
Meanwhile, Phillips, another form.er Racer, defended his 1995

FENCING
epee title by beating Adam$ 15-JO in the final. The Rebel fencer
$o defeated independent and former MSU club member Tim
Elder 15-10 in the semifinals,
Though not a single Racer placed in the tournament, club
president David Schneck thinks the tea m.. did well consider.ing
their inexperience.
"Even thougb we did not receive an award at the tournament,
I was very proud of our .fencers: Schneck said. •Moat of them
have not ~ fencing very long.•
In addition to hosting the Spring steel Tournament ne~
semester, MSU has been invited to two other tournam~ta.
Schneck admits he is looking forwa rd to the upcoming meets.
"'fm satisfied with our performance in the Racerra Edge, but
hopefully we'll do better in the spring •tbu.-nament," Schneck
said. "'There's always room for improvement."

PERSONALS
CongratulatiOns Elice Hulse on getting
lavaflered. n• , your Sisters In AJill
Vlolets to our Sisters Robin Payne and
Shanna Riey lor an awesome job 1n the
conlelt! Petal Your sisters
Head and Snake- Thanks fOr hangtng our
C0fl1)0tile, even illt Is crooked. Just kid·
cjng! Klm
Great job Sara Seely for e successful
fashion show last night!
your sisters
lnAAII

n•.

JB· Thesa past two months have been
great I love you . Heather
To the Kappa Sigma guys· Thanks for
tha bear and the rose . We will support
you through everything. • . the sisters of

Mn

Attention all faculty and staff: You are
Invited to the Faculty and Staff Apprecia·
tlon Breakf851 sponsored by Af~ this
Tuesday from 7.30-9 am. in lhe Curris
Center Dance Lounge. Coffee and
donuts wiJ be 681Ved
Hom- )uSC wanted to tell you that you're
an aweliOI'Tle fnendl • Kim
Attention Sigma Kappa transfers and
alumnae! Interested In having a Christm84 party? Call 753-6199 and leave a
message! One heart one way forever!
Renfroe sbok your ftnger down your own
throatl
Thanks Heather Davis for a great mys·
tery date dance!
your sisters in Mfl
Hey Patrick· why do they cal you snake?
KS

n•.

NOTICE
Gov't ForectoMd homes from pennies
on St. Delinquent Tax. Repo's. REO's.
Your Area Toll Free (1)800-21S·9000
Ext H·7508 for current listings.
SCOTI ANTIQUE MARKET • 16,00
Exhibitor Booths. November 30 &
December 1 monthly -Nov. thru June.
Ohio Expo Center. Columbus, Ohio, l· 71,

Exit 17th Ave. 614·569-4112.
Seized Clrt from $175. Porsches, Cadll·
lacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes. Also
Jeeps. 4WO's. Your Area. Toll Free
(1)800-218·9000 Ext. A·7508 for current
liSbngs.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION • 62.000 square
feel manufacturing facility, Adaltville,
Kentucky. Fnday, December 6 at 1 00
p.m. 16+ 8Ct88, extra loCs For color
brochwe call Layne Auclbneers 502·
586-7171 .

FOR SALE
P-133 computer for sale 32 mgs
RAM.EOO 16gHD, SX c CORom, WIN
95, DOS 622, 28.8 voice modem Also
looking for Laptop. Call 753-1554
STEEL BUILDING SALE -"Rock boltom
pnces!" Go direct. Save up to 40o/o.
Example: 25x40 $2,344.00; 30x50
$4,788.00. 40x60 $6,944 00. 47x90
$9,988.00: 7())(120 $23.944.00 Others.
Ends optional. PIOI'Ieer 800-668·5422
.BE YOUR OWN BOSS - Large profit
potential prooess1ng insurance Claims
and btlting for healthcare providers. Soft·
ware purchase required No elq)lrience
necessary.
Financing
available.
http://Www.samsi.oom/8()().722·SAMS.
CARSI CARSI CARS! • New car consult·
ing. f1 home business, low overhead,
huge market. quick income. Top 100 by
Entrepreneur Magazine. mvestment
required .. be fu'Stl 80Q.676-01 01.
NATIONALLY KNOWN COSMETICS
BUSINESS • Wlltl Inventory, supplies
and established customer base.
Paula .tonneon lor details or this exc:e11en1
business oppoT1Uillty. 502-827·1131, ext.
203.
OWN YOUR OWN APPAREL - Bridal,
westernwear, shoe. crystaVgtft or $1 00
variety store. Includes inventOI)', fixturea.
buYing trip, training. Minimum Investment
$16.900.00. Call Dan at Liberty Fashions.
501 ·327·6031 .1ISO
CASH FOR HOME OWNERS • Credit
problems understood. No application lee.
As low as: $10.000 for $95 a month,

caa

Dear worth , the Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Year
in 1994, set the old mark of 555
kills in 1993.
"I've heard all the talk about
how great Dearworth was, and
it is kind of neat to break the
Player of the Year's record,"
Bridges said. "As long as the
team wins, the record is not
that important."
Bridges is confident the Racers will make a strong shoWing
at this weekend's OVC Tournament.
"Our goal is to win the tournament, and I know we can
accomplish it if we play the way
we can," Bridges said. "I want
to leave on a winning note."

FLAG FOOTBALL

Sigma Phi Epsilon drew Elizabeth College ll
for the men's intramural flag football tournament opener Wednesday night, and the fraternity wasted no time jumping out on top of the residential college after a early defensive stop.
Elizabeth II's first series set the table for the
Sig Eps after failing to convert on fourth down.
On the first play from scrimmage after the
turnover, quarterback Joe Maddox hit wide
receiver Sean Sandwell to put Sigma Phi Epsilon
ahead 6-0 en route to a 33-19 victory.
After another defensive stand, the Sig Eps
again took advantage of their good .field position.
Three straight passes from Maddox put the team
on the Elizabeth t hree-yard line. Elizabeth II
played for the run and Maddox burned them
with a short strike to Chuck Vogle, increasing
their lead to 12--0. Sigma Phi Epsilon again
failed on their extra-point conversion.
"Our defense is doing the job and our offense is
consistent, and that's why we're winning," said
Maddox, still out of breath from the game.
Elizabeth II, however, struck back with a successful third series. On the first play from scrimmage, quarterback Damon Hill threw a short

$25,000 lor S239 a month. $40.000 lor
$382 • month.
Axed rates 90().669.8957.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS ·Tan at home.
Buy d~rect and save! Commeroal or
home unitS from $199.00. Low monthly
payments. Free color c:alalog. Cal today
80().842-1305.

LOG HOMES • Design services. Free
brochure lllonesf Abe Log Home&, 3855
Clay Coulty Highway, Dept CK•. Mo&a,
Tenn- 38575.. 8{)().231·3695
SAWMILL $3,795.00 • Saws logs Into
boards, planks. beams. Large c:Spaaly.
Best Mwmill value anywhere. Free inlor·
rnahon . Norwood Sawmills, 90 Curtwr!Qht
Drive 113, Amherst, NY 14221 800-518·
1363.
20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! - Safe.
rapid. non-surgtcal, permanent restore·
tlon 6-8 weeks . Alriine pilot deVelOped.
Doctor approved. Free inlorrTation by
mail ' 800-422·7320. 8ld 213. 406-961·
5570.
fax
.a6·961·5577,
tf.tp}lwww Visionlreedom.corn. Salislac·
Uon guaranteed

end recrurters available. Elq)llienced dri·
ven;~ 800-441-4394 Graduate students:

8()0.338-6428.
DRIVER • Eam mol8 with Celedon's new
pay package. Over 80% drop-n·hook
freight, 1994 or newer assigned conven·
tlonals, weekly pay and plenty of miles.
800-729-9770.
DRIVERS: START AT 27e·32e A MILE ·
Raises to 36¢ a mlle. Home eve!}' 9-12
days With assigned tractor. Me<lcal. den·
tal and ratirement. S1000 tarp. S500 safety bonos. Homady Truck Line 800-6489664 ext. SW-1.

$1000'1 Poulble ~. Part Tlf!Mt. At
Home. ToU Free (1)800-218·9000 Ext.T·
7508 lor Usbngs.
Fund,_· Motivated gtOUilS needed 10
eam $500+ promobng AT&T, Discover,
gas. and r8lal cards. Since 1969, we've
helped thousal1ds d g~ raiN the
money they need. Cal Lynn at (800) 5922121 x147. Free CO to qualified callars.
$1000'1 POMlble RMdlng Books. Part
Tlme. At Home. Toll Free (1)800-2189000 Ext R·7508 lor Listings.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS - Free driver training ...if you
qualify Students welcome. 8cperlence
pay up to 28¢ per mile. Excellent bene-

Elizabeth II managed to stay within reach,
however, striking back on their fir st possession
of the second half. The four-play drive was
capped off when Hill hit Chris Garrett on a crucial fourth-down pass to pull within 19-13.
But Sigma Phi Epsilon had just too much
offense, led by Maddox's 17 completions and five
touchdown passes.
"We have been playing good ball and hopefully
we'll keep it up and win this (tournament),"
Maddox said. ''I fee] like we can definitely win it;
we just got to get past the Greeks."

HOME EVERY WEEKEND AND ONE
NIGHT IN THE WEEK • OTR r&giOOIII
drivers dass A COL, one year recent
OTR exp .. Eam 1.41 to 29c per mile plus
benefit pacllage. Cal 8()().399-39()1

lF YOUR HEART IS IN TRUCKING,
CAll US - Covenant Transport. average
1850 miles, ccest to coast runs. Week-

Neon BeaCh Tanning & Storage Rental.
Now hiring Part-time poSition 812 Whitnell Drive Murray. Kentucky 42071 . 753·
3333 or 753-3853.

The second half was not much different from
the first, as Sigma Phi Epsilon ran a large chunk
of time off the clock on a seven-play scoring drive
to widen the gap 19-6.

llone&dale. PA.

awesome expenence. ~Towanda,

HELP WANTED

With 10 seconds left in the first half, Maddox's
"Hail Mary" pass was caught out of bounds.

mission, 12,24,36 all $100 at ro'$500.
Pre-launch, aolld company. Call 77()-3962523.
AOVERTlSING SALES • Part·time, com·
nls$1011 only. Call on louisville area auto
dealers. Sand~ to Steve WhMt·
ley, Lanctnari< Community Newspapers,
P.O. Box 549, Shelbyville, Kentucky
40066. EOE.
EXPERIENCED WEB PRESSMAN
WANTED· With eye lot quahty and color.
POiiltive attitUde a must. ~1'18 pay.
great benefrts.. No phone calls. Send
resume to Pressman, P.O. Box 410, Ben·
ton. KY 42025.
IF YOUR HEART IS IN TRUCKING,
CALL US • Covenant Transport, aver
1850 miles, coast to ooast runs. Week·
end recruiters available. Expenenced drivers: 11()()-441-4394. Graduata students:

DRIVERS EXPERIENCED OA INEXPE·
RIENCED - Eam $600 to $800 a week.
Get your COL lor as tittle as $100 down.
Tralnen; eam over $1 000 a week. aoo467.J806
DRIVERS: BE THE BEST • Be a star.
Join the Star Te~ today and be a star or
the road. Call today. 800-418-5912, Star
Transportation, Inc.
NElWOAK MARKETING LEADERS •
Uke destiny, TCN. STS. Excel? Our com·

800-338~ .

DRIVERS, OTR • Actvanced Otstnbution
System, $1,000 sign-on bonus. l:imrted
openings for flatbed dllvers Ptione apps.
approved in 2 hours! 800-648-3438, ext.
1007. Owner·Operators welcome.
DRIVER, GUARANTEED HOME TIME'S
OUR PRIORITY! Company and team,
exceptional miles. Freoghtllner Conven·
tlonals, no touch freight. starting solo pay
up to .31¢ a mile BUske Unas, Inc. 800BUSKE (862-8753).
DRIVERS.. PHOENIX TRANSPORTA·
TION SERVICES • Has oper1ll'lgS lor the
lolowing postllons· Team drivers. Oper·
818 out d our Georgetown, KY opera·
lions. run dedica1ed routes al/8fa!Png
4,000 miles per week bringing you home
dunng the week and every weekend , spirt
up to 25¢ per lillie, drive 1996 conveo·
tlonai tractors. received quarterly fuel
borm, yearly safety bonus, two weeks
pakl vacation, pard company holidays,
health insurance, life Insurance. dental
assistance. 401·K ratlrement plan. All
positions require positive attitude, Clean
MVR, Ability to pass D O.T. physical and

raids MTSU;
Bv

EDDIE GRANT

SPORTS STAFf WRITER

The MSU rugby club fi nislied
its fall schedule with a nearupset of the region's best team
in Middle Tennessee State Saturday in Murfreesboro.
The Racers battled back from
a 15·0 score before falling 2012 to the Blue Raiders.
The first half was all MTSU,
as they scored thrice, but the
Racers started the second half
with two quick strikes.
In the opening minutes of the
second half, Josh Andrews and
Pedro Stiassni ran for tries to
bring MSU within 15-12. The
Blue Raiders, however, held off
the Racers' charge before scoring in the closing minutes to
make the score 20-12.
"Our backs covered the field
better than in any game earlier
this year." Andrews said.

white or cedar mountatrt top chapel,
gazebo. Christian aervlcea. complete
arrangements, cabins. No tll&ta or waitIng. 800-893-7274
ROMANTIC WEDDINGS IN GATLIN·
BURG AREA • Sunpl8 yet elegant Clms·
tian weddings &tartlng at S129. Flowers.
photographa,lodging available. 888-<~28·
9996 tel free.
GETTING MARRIED? - Beautiful white
country ~ in the Smoky Moootans.
Wedding. r8Cleptionl, and lodOno at new
tow pnces. Ordained minlstef. No blood
test or waiting. 800-408-6577.

ca"

246-6305.

-

DRIVERS COL ·A with hal, Chalenger
Motor Freight. Start at 28 5c a mile solo.
S1art at 31.5c a mile team. 401(1(),
health, dental. and kle . Call ftX>:.m.
0585,7 days lor an lnteMeW.
SALES PEOPlE NEEDED • For fastest
growing mini clsh company. Great commissions, excellent opportunity for bonus·
as. Allaraas needed. Cal 800-358-4364
for details.
BECOME A MEDICAL TRANSCRIP·
llONIST • Opportllnlty to work at home
or In office typing lor doctora. Home
study. Free literalUre. P.C 01 .. Al!anta ,
Georg•a.
800·362·7070
dept
YYM74202.

MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5'% down, refinancing, equ1ty loan Free aellert pacl\·
age. land or horne loene. Green Tree
Financial, 80().895·1900. Natron'a lead·
1ng mobile home lender.

TRAVEL

r.~~~~~~~~~!!'~~
Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
eDip • Alloleall• F111 Pa~•• •lndudM Tuaa

Cancunon $399
7 ,...._ • A~ • Halal • Slot $1 SO

Food & OnMa

l!~!~g.on:!!2
florida $119
7N~ghts • Pl/l&ma City, Oay!Ona &Oocoa Beach

GET MARRIED, SMOKY MOUNTAINS·
Areas most beautiful chapels, elegant

Sprlnslluk Trftel· Our lOtti Yevf

1-800-678-6386

; • ,_1

•

"Cooked the way you d cook it"
THE FIT FACTORY

for a fabulous formal.
Sigma love,
Your sisters

Mon.
The.

Wed.

Evening Step-Aerobic Classes
5:15p.m. low to moderate
6:15p.m. moderate to high
5: l 5 p.m. low to moderate

5:15p.m.

low to moderate

6:16 p.m. moderate to high

Thur. 5:15p.m. low to moderate
Sat.

8 a.m. mixed

Woodmen of the world bu1ldmg, downtown Murray. acro$11

489-2652

from Crus Fumi!IIR! •

;

Rugby club

Ill : Y, I

Crystal Johnson

-

Mike Ohstronv'Sports Editor

WANTED 96 PEOPLE • We'll pay you to
lose
1o 30 pounds in 30 days! 100%
DRIVERS • Exp, 010, r8Clent &etlool
naltJrall'ouaranteedl
Doctor Annrnv•.,
grads. Builders Transport Is now hiring In
elrt
your area lor our van, ftatbed & dedicated
fleets
today: 800-762·1819
DRIVERS REGIONAL FLATBED Home weekends and through the week
Family Medical and Demal. home hoi!·
days. .01K. $34,000+ annually. Ona
year OTR required Wabash Valfrt, 80(). ..........

sr

for being
Sigma's Tri-Guy
of the year!
Thanks to

L..

Source: MSU Sports InformatiOn

DRIVERS, INDUSTRY LEADING BENE·
ATS1 • Great pay, high miles, lncnlue
after only 90 days, late modet oonven·
bonals. Tearns or solo drivers. Coo-Way
Truckload
Services
800·555CWTS(2987). EOE.

Dan Johnson

Q

Player (year)
Kills
1. Melissa Bridges (1996)
557
2. Sarah Dearworth (1993) 555
3. Sarah Dearworth (1994) 537
4. Jill Doty (1990)
512
5. Stephanie Diebold (1996) 493
6. Kim Koehler (1990)
481
7. Renee Bailey (1992)
474
8. Jill Doty (1991)
444
9. Melissa Webster (1992) 439
10. Stephanie Diebold (1995) 423

drug screen. Call502-863-0108..
SEEKING FULl: OR PART TIME
INSPECTORS IN THE KY AREA • Ideal
lor a retired insurance pe11011, adJUStor or
realtor. Must be neat, friendly & hard
working. Reliable transportation rs
required. Respond to M. Smith, Nobel
Ins. Co. P.O. Box 8108, CoUrbla, S.C.
29260.

Congratulations to

2

With 18 kills against Western
Kentucky Monday,
Melissa
Bridges became Murray State's
all-time single season kill leader.

upset try fails

pass to receiver Robby Martin, who escaped two
tackles after the catch. Seven plays later, on
fourth and goal, Hill hit Martin again, this time
in the end zone. After the extra-point conversion,
Elizabeth II found themselves trailing only by
five.

fits: 1300-842.()853.
ATTN: EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRI·
VERS DRIVE TO OWN! - $0 dcWrV78c
all miles. OWnership poss1bl1 1n 18
monthS. Avg. 10.000+ miles a month.
Company drivers: newer equipment,
CompeiiiiYe pay and benefits. Call: New
Apple Lines 800-843-8308 or 800-8433384 Maclson. SO . Mon-Fri 8-5 PM Cenlral. Calli
SUMMER CAMPI SQ.EO. Sleep-away!
Many ooum;elor positions available! We
need role models, sensitive, canng and
sklled staff members. For the best aum·
mer or your lilel In NE Pennsylvania's
Pocono Mtns Caii1-800-61·WANDA or
E-mail towanda.Ointercamp.com or VISit
our
web
site
http://www.mtercamp.com/towanda lor
1nlormauon. apphcalkln and to sctledule
interview. ThiS Is a great cemp and an

Kills or be killed
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NEWS

FUNDING

FIFTH-YEAR

system received a 4 percent
increase in state funding, while
Continued from Page 1
Austin Peay State University
Missouri received a 10 percent received a slightly higher 6
increase, but funding for percent increase.
Southeast Missouri State
Kentucky determines distriUniversity was increased bution of university funds with
somewhat more with a 12 per- a formula that calculates student credit hours by programs
cent hike.
Although
the
overall multiplied by cost factors plus
increase in funding for higher all courses to arrive at a final
education was considerably total.
lower in Tennessee than
Alexander said that the
Kentucky, smaller Tennessee greater number of students
state schools still received and programs a university
greater proportional funding offers, the more money that
increases than the state's school will receive.
largest
university,
the
"It is a workload formula
University ofTennessee.
based on student credit hours,"
The University of Tennessee he said.

BEDS
Continued from Page 1

flower beds for optimal maintenance.
"There needs to be a real
commitment for people to take
care of the flower beds,• he
said.
For those interesting in

T HEFTS
Continued from Page 1

a bike to itself by putting a
chain through the tire and the
frame still won't prevent a bike
from being picked up and

Continued from Page 1

"There seems to be a philosophical disagreement about
the fifth-year "program," said
Carmen Garland, director of
University Scholarships. "The
philosophical disagreement
seems to be, 'Should there be
any fifth-year scholarship?"'
Jim Frank, interim di;ector
of athletics, said there are currently 27 athletes on the fifthyear scholarship, receiving an
estimated total of $121,000.
"I think, initially, when it
became very apparent that
there was an over expenditure
in scholarships, that (cutting
the fifth-year scholarship) was
more or less a way of tightening our belts," Garland said.
"But
when
President
Alexander realized Mike
Strickland, had guaranteed a
full-year scholarship to the athletes, he certainly was not
about to go back and say none

adopting a spot,. someone from
facilities management will be
available for consultation in
adopting an area.
Elizabeth College and the
Horticulture Club recently
held a cleanup effort around
the Applied Science Building,
and other groups may have
similar projects in the near
future.

of those would be honored.
Garland said no matter what
the circumstances whether
they be academic, such as the
presidential scholarship, or
athletic, there is no such thing
as a fifth-year full-ride scholarship.
"It is my impression that as
of yet, no universities have
taken a stance on ensuring a
fifth-year
scholarship,"
Garland said. "There are probably a handful of colleges and
universities that have made a
genuine effort to fund or put in
place a fifth-year program.
"It's a very costly measure,
but certainly an incentive to
athletes to graduate," she said.
Concerning
scholarships
which will be awarded for the
1997 - 1998 school year,
Alexander said athletes are not
the only students whose scholarship funding will be reevaluated.
"All of our scholarship recipients will have to exhibit a need.
We want everybody to get fed-

eral money first and then we
will see how much need students have and this will be sup·
plemented with University
scholarships.•
In the past, Alexander said
Murray State has awarded
some students scholarships
with disregard for financial
need. When the university
bypasses the federal aid available for a student, the money is
lost.
"None of our scholarships
have been looked at o.n a need
basis, and as we studied the
last two years, we decided that
there was probably federal
money going unclaimed,"
Alexander said.
"Whats happening is that
lots of private and public
schools "max out" their use of
federal aid," he said. "They get
much more federal money per
student."
"They can spread their scholarships further for more students by utilizing federal dollars," Alexander said.

Happy
Turkey
·Day
from the
staff of
The Murray

State N ew s
FOR SALE $750
lBM Compatible

386 4-RAM 640MD Hard Drive
WlNOOWS 3.1 installed
Color Monitor

CD-ROM
Back up
5.25 Drives

stolen in the middle of the
night.
Green said by following these
suggestions and using common
sense, Muqay State students
can do their part to put an end
to this recent string of crimes.

Visit the world online!

~NEW§17G1Htzr
Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

WANTED:

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

Sportswriter/
Stringer
T~

Tanning & Storage Rental

NEW BULBS!!

Hicknwr Courier,

West Kentucky's oldest
newspaper ls searching for a
sportswriter/stringer to cover
Fulton County High School
basketball and football. Send
resume and writing samples to
John O'Neal Jones,

NEW BULBS!!

We now hace swimsuits
(La Blanca, Manhattan Beach Wear, etc •••• )
8 12 Whltnell Drive

753·3333
753-3853

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by 7be Mun·ay State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

To subscribe to IDDVet calll-800-455-1608

TM Hickman Courier,

Box 70, Hickman KY 42050.

Seniors
Consider This

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
median annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131 compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:

502+492+8164
1.

50's DECO +Ltd Ed Barbies +Fashion
Flashbacks +Jewelry Antiques +Collectibles
+Student Discounts
H! l-' J' (
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WE'LL PAY

KAU. YOU CAM~

ARMY RESERVE

Book your appointment
now for a
make-up consultation
and application.

$10

Jose Cuervo
\"JhriC'

EXCITING
WEEKENDS.

1-901-644-9021

Going somewhere special?
Need a new look?
.

Post Game Party
Supplies

YOU TO HAVE
The Anny Reserve will give you
weekend excitement like you've
never had before, and you can earn
more than $18,000 while you're
enjoying yourself during a standard
enlistment
Think about it. On a part-time
basis. usually one weekend a
month plus two weeks' Annual
Training, you could earn good pay,
have a good time, make good
friends and even be entitled to good
benefits and opportunities to get
money for education.
You'D also be getting hands-on
training in a skill that will last you a
lifetime.
lbe Anny ~eserve knows how
to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

~ E~wztul~ay dfia
301 dV.,2tJL ~ '1
fPI'wne. 767 - 0760

$2·1 16

Ice 101

peppermint liqueur
750 ml
$13.18
Avalanche
peppermint
750 ml $16.23

..... .............,

·--

~

Aftershock
cinnamon liqueur

liqueur

"Space Jam"
(PG)

I
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S16.83

"The Mirror Hu
TwoFacea"

ID4

INDEPENDENCE DAY
WILL SMITH B!LL PULLMAN JEFFGOLDBLUM

PG-13

Canadian

Available
Thesday, Nov. 26

Mist
$13.99

Call 753-8084 to reserve your copy!!!
"Star Trek:
Fint Contact"
(PG.lSI

